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Abstract

Much occurred to influence Russian military doctrine from the Gulf War’s end to the Russians issuing their draft doctrine in May 1992. The Gulf War was a “significant military experience” for the Russians because it highlighted what their General Staff thought was wrong with the military doctrine they inherited from the former Soviet Union. The Gulf War affected their perception of future war, and how they should posture their forces for it. This thesis explores the evolution of Russian military doctrine in light of the lessons they say they learned from the Gulf War. Since the early 1980s, such prominent military thinkers as Marshal Ogarkov argued that emerging technologies were generating a new revolution in military affairs. The Russian military doctrinal response to Desert Storm seems to confirm Marshal Ogarkov’s predictions. The thesis finds the new military doctrine (1) reverts from the defensive to an offensive preemption, (2) reverts from no nuclear first use to nuclear escalation, (3) guarantees ethnic Russians living in former Soviet states protection, (4) emphasizes the importance of military advancement in C4I, smart weapons, and mobility, and (5) emphasizes strategic non-nuclear deterrent forces. Having detailed the Russian’s preoccupation with an outward look, it concludes the General Staff neglected to look inward at the contribution the former Soviet military made to the collapse of the Soviet Union and the Warsaw Pact. In forming their military doctrine, like the intrepid travelers to Oz, they seem to pay no attention to the “man behind the curtain.” The thesis concludes the Russian Federation’s draft military doctrine, in essence, lacks reality and creates a danger of Russian military policy moving divergently from political influence.
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction

"You promised to send me back to Kansas," said Dorothy. "You promised to give me brains," said the Scarecrow. "And you promised to give me a heart," said the Tin Woodsman. "And me, courage," said the cowardly Lion. ... The Lion thought it would be well to frighten the Wizard, so he gave a large, loud roar, which was so fierce and dreadful that Toto jumped away in alarm and tipped over the screen that stood in the corner. As it fell with a crash they looked that way, and the next moment filled them with wonder. For they saw, standing in just the spot the screen had hidden, a little old man, with a bald head and wrinkled face, who seemed to be as much surprised as they were.

"Pay no attention to that man behind the screen. I am Oz, the Great and Terrible! I am – I– I," cried the old man. Our friends looked at him in surprise and dismay. "This is Terrible! You're not the Great Wizard," said the Scarecrow, in a grieved voice; "you're a humbug!"

— Frank L. Baum
The Wizard of Oz

In many ways, the Russian military is facing the same problem with their new military doctrine as the intrepid travelers to the Emerald City of Oz upon their encounter with the "Great and Terrible Oz."

The new doctrine forms a template for Russian Armed Forces structure relative to their perception of the nature of future war. The political and economic reality of Russia's internal turmoil stands as an impediment to implementing the new doctrine. More so, the doctrine itself may be an indicator that the Russian General Staff repudiates the previous Soviet military's contribution to the collapse of the former Soviet Union's economy and social structure. As the travelers to Oz, the Russians' new military doctrine may be an exhortation to avoid the reality of the "man behind the screen."

This study explores the evolution of the new Russian military doctrine. It examines one factor that led to change, first within the Soviet doctrine, and then to the new Russian variant of the old Soviet doctrine. The study reviews some of the "lessons" the Russians say they learned from analyzing the results of the Gulf War, and relates them to provisions within the new doctrine. Finally, this paper attempts to predict the course the Russian military will take over the coming decade, and apply those predictions to some implications for U.S. strategists.

In exploring the evolutionary military doctrine of the former Soviet Union from their point of view, one might try to encompass as great a scope as possible. This is especially true when using a
definition of military doctrine as encompassing as Fritz Ermarth’s — that is "a set of operative beliefs and principles that in a significant way guide official behavior with respect to military research and development, weapons' selection, deployment of forces, operational plans, arms control, etc."¹ Treating this topic in such a way is obviously beyond the capability of this study. Additionally, the Russians discussed many Gulf War lessons not explored by this paper (coalition warfare, combined arms, deception, etc.). The thesis of this work focuses on their perceptions of airpower in the Gulf War. It was necessary to explore this perception because it had lasting and enduring impact on the military doctrine the Russians created two years after the Gulf War ended. Therefore, this paper centers on the most important aspect of Soviet/Russian military doctrine affected by their perceptions of airpower in the Gulf War — the question of the nature of a future war.

Often, advances in technology have caused revolutions in military affairs and structure as the nature of future war transformed. In the early decades of the Twentieth Century, fielding tanks, motor transport, mobile communications, and airpower transformed the battlefield. In the mid-Twentieth Century, nuclear weapons and missiles altered the strategy of the battlefield. Today, we see high-tech conventional alternatives replace battlefield nuclear weapons. These new weapons not only reduce the likelihood of escalation, but are as deadly to enemy groupings as nuclear weapons while creating little or no collateral damage.² These were precisely the changes to the future battlefield that the Russians evaluated as they analyzed the performance of the Allied Coalition in the 1991 Gulf War. Additionally, the collapse of the Soviet Union, the waning of the Cold War, and the end of the confrontation between two social systems (communism and capitalism) created a new political-military situation. This paper attempts to tie together Russian ideas about military doctrine reform and force structure based on their altered view of the nature of future war.

To the Russians, military doctrine is neither a general theory nor the view of individuals. It is a system of official state views. It encompasses the leading, fundamental, officially approved principles of military theory and practice that become mandatory for national organizations and military forces. In its

simplest form, military doctrine carries the politically approved sanction of law for military structure and function. This doctrine then represents the basis for national defense and development of the armed forces. It encompasses a wide range of issues from basic military policy to the actual armed forces' organization. The doctrine selects the most expedient views corresponding to the country's political goals and economic potentials, and codifies them in legislative acts, government decrees and resolutions, military regulations, manuals, and basic military orders.3

Benjamin Lambeth, a RAND analyst, defines the Soviet (and Russian) view of military doctrine as

... the sum total of scientifically based views accepted by the country and its armed forces on the nature of contemporary wars that might be unleashed by the imperialists against the USSR, and the goals and missions of the armed forces in such a war, on the methods of waging it, and also on the demands which flow from such views for the preparation of the country and the armed forces.4

Charles Dick examines the dual social-political and military-technical aspects of Soviet military doctrine. He states that the political and military leadership decides the basic tenets of military doctrine by responding to the "...socio-political order, the level of economic, scientific, and technological development of the armed forces' combat material, with due regard to the conclusions of military science and the views of the possible enemy."5 It represents the armed forces' view and conduct of modern war. The military-technical aspect of the doctrine describes those factors we most identify with military force structuring and posturing. It is a dynamic idea, constantly adjusted to reflect changes in new political requirements, economic factors, scientific achievement, preparation of the armed forces, and changes introduced by potential enemies. Timothy Thomas offers six considerations that the military-technical dimension of military doctrine embraces: (1) The character (nature) of the military threat; (2) The type and struggle that may result (future war); (3) The requirements for defense (historical paradigm about how war begins, its initial period, timing, and interaction of technology); (4) The armed forces required (strategic posture, mobilization, and deployment); (5) The means to conduct armed struggle and the use of the armed forces (force

generation, manning, and equipping); and (6) Preparation of the armed forces to accomplish these tasks (training, etc.).

The Gulf War had an immediate effect on how the Russians perceived these six dimensions in relation to performance. As the Russians evaluated the outcome of the Gulf War, they noted their military doctrine was inadequate in light of their assessment of how to fight a future war. The Gulf War was a "significant military experience" for them. Much occurred to influence Russian military doctrine from the end of the Gulf War to the issuance of their draft doctrine in May 92.

The Russians concluded that the nature of modern war had changed radically from their earlier concepts. Airpower became the decisive force permitting the attainment of victory, while keeping losses to a minimum. The concept of redundant, overlapping, and integrated air defense was seriously flawed. Quality beat quantity. Top-down centralization with flexible execution remained critical to effective combat operations. Stealth was the wave of the future. Warfare had undergone a technical revolution. The end of the Cold War rendered Gorbachev’s "defensive doctrine" obsolete.

Previous Soviet military doctrine stressed the inevitability of a clash with NATO, and the importance of the initial period of war. Under their old doctrine, this period marked the time that mobilization, concentration and deployment of forces, and the conversion of national economies from a peacetime to wartime footing took place. Until these events occurred, relatively limited engagements took place. The primary tasks of the military were to cover the deployment of the main forces and disrupt the mobilization efforts of the enemy. Clausewitz, an important influence on Soviet doctrine, noted “the side that is ready first and sees a significant advantage in a surprise attack, will for that reason take the offense.” For fifty years, Soviet doctrine stressed the offense. The Soviets believed that they could “beat” the West in a mobilization race and; therefore, could mass the means of warfare to achieve the aims of the initial period of war. They believed the outcome of the initial period was important in determining the subsequent course

---

of the war. For this reason their European strategy stressed neutralizing NATO’s nuclear capability to
force a decision in the initial period. The more the degree of surprise they could achieve, the greater
NATO’s need for space and time to recover the strategic situation in their favor. The Soviet perception of
NATO’s “depth,” therefore became very important to their calculations of whether or not NATO had
sufficient time and space to recover. The Soviets thus believed that the initial period of a war defined its
course and outcome.

With the Gulf War, the Russians reinforced this view of the initial period of war. But the events
in the Gulf put a new twist on the Russians’ view of surprise and the importance of the initial period. Like
Bernard Brodie, the Soviets saw that the Gulf War demonstrated “a situation for the first time in history
where the opening event by which a great nation enters a war — an event which must reflect the prepara-
tions it has made or failed to make beforehand — can decide irretrievably whether it will continue to
exist.” Rather than shaping factors for later operations, the Russians saw that the initial period during the
Gulf War decided the strategic outcome — the initial period had become the only period. Surprise,
mass, the great destructiveness of improved conventional weapons, and initiative took a new meaning to
the Russians. They saw these factors could have the same strategic effects as nuclear weapons; but, at less
cost.

Mary FitzGerald argues the Soviets viewed Desert Storm as the “paradigm of future war in strat-
ey, operational art, and tactics.” The new doctrine assigns priority to wars fought with existing and
emerging technologies. It calls for sustaining research and development at the expense of procurement as
the defense budget declines. The doctrine reflects a changing view on nuclear war, inferring that a limited
nuclear war is possible and conventional strikes on Russia’s nuclear capability will elicit a nuclear
response.

In tracing the evolution of Soviet/Russian military doctrine, this study will show how the Soviet
leadership created a vast military force to achieve its political aims as a substitute for war. Today, under
the new military doctrine, the Russians are reducing the size of this force in response to economic collapse.

Instead of calling for serial production of weaponry, Russian leadership focuses on an infrastructure than endures development and rapid surge and mobilization. Military potential becomes the substitute for war. This study also shows how the Russian's view of the Gulf War contributed to this changing outlook. The following chapters will demonstrate how the new Russian doctrine reflects the pervasive impact of the Gulf War on Russian military thought. The question becomes how the Russians will follow the Yellow Brick Road in developing a military doctrine given their economic and political realities.
CHAPTER 2 Russian View of Military Doctrine

"The Emerald City was built a great many years ago, for I was a young man when the balloon brought me here, and I am a very old man now. But my people have worn green glasses on their eyes so long that most of them think it really is an Emerald City... but the wicked Witches of the East and West were terribly wicked, and had they not thought I was more powerful than they themselves, they would surely have destroyed me."

"The Silver Shoes," said the Good Witch, "have wonderful powers... All you have to do is to knock the heels together three times and command the shoes to carry you wherever you wish to go."

— Frank L. Baum
The Wizard of Oz

To understand the impact that a Russian analysis of the Gulf War had on their military doctrine, it is necessary to outline the evolution of their military doctrine. This chapter defines the factors shaping Russian military doctrine from the end of World War II, to the eve of the Gulf War. Throughout the almost fifty years of its evolution, the doctrinal "green glasses" of offensive operations based on surprise, shock, and massed firepower are obvious.

The Voroshilov Lectures define military doctrine as a system of theories accepted by the state and the armed forces regarding the characteristics, form, and conduct of war. They characterize military doctrine as the body of thought that prepares a nation and its armed forces for war. Political leadership develops the theories according to domestic and foreign policy, ideology, and military-scientific achievements. Thus, military doctrine reflects the economic, political, military, and historic character of the peo-

11Doctrine (voennaiia doctrina), as defined by the Soviets has two important framing aspects: socio-political and military-technical. The socio-political was expressed through the military policy of the Communist Party, based on a classic Marxist–Leninist view of the world. Its ideas about the political essence of modern war stemmed from the nature of the Soviet state and social system, and from historical principles of military organization development. It took account of the international correlation of forces and a scientifically based thesis on the psychological and moral–political of the people. It viewed the maintenance of the people’s high moral–political base as essential. After the decline of Communism and the breakup of the Soviet Union, the Geopolitics replaced the old ideology.

The military–technical aspect determines the character of the military threat and the type of armed struggle to be fought. It served as the basis for determining defense requirements and what the armed forces needed. It established the means to conduct armed struggle and prepared the armed forces to accomplish their missions and tasks. See Thomas, Timothy L., "The Soviet Military on ‘Desert Storm’: Redefining Doctrine?,” Journal of Soviet Military Studies (December 1991): 594–620 for a detailed explanation, see Soviet Studies Research Centre, The Sustainability of the Soviet Army in Battle, (Sandhurst, UK: Royal Military Academy, 1986), 4–32 for detailed explanation of the shape of future war.
ple and its international commitments.12 Benjamin Lambeth, a RAND analyst, defines this Soviet view of military doctrine as

... the sum total of scientifically based views accepted by the country and its armed forces on the nature of contemporary wars that might be unleashed by the imperialists against the USSR, and the goals and missions of the armed forces in such a war, on the methods of waging it, and also on the demands which flow from such views for the preparation of the country and the armed forces.13

Charles Dick notes the dual social-political and military-technical aspects of Soviet military doctrine. Political and military leadership decides the basic tenets of military doctrine by responding to the “…socio-political order, the level of economic, scientific, and technological development of the armed forces’ combat material, with due regard to the conclusions of military science and the views of the possible enemy.”14 The political aspect is dominant and directive, but must consider military-technical realities in forming doctrine. Military doctrine then forms the bedrock on which all force structure and military plans rest. The General Staff uses the social-political aspect of doctrine to develop their military strategy and combined-arms operational art. Strategy dealt with the preparation, timing, and execution of strategic operations by groups of fronts15 in separate or adjacent theaters of strategic military actions (TVD).16 Operational art concerned actions of fronts, and other operational groupings. Its focus was the general campaign waged in a TVD. Tactics applied to the actions and battles of the fronts’ tactical components.

15In the Soviet context, front describes an organization of tactical units into an operational level force structure. For the conduct of combat operations, fronts are created from the Ground Forces, comprised of combined arms armies, tank armies, and front air armies. Fronts and groups of fronts are used in strategic operation. The groupings are categorized based on its strategic objectives. Front in the Soviet lexicon is not a geographical description, but one describing force structure, organization, and strategic mission. See Wardak, The Voroshilov Lectures, 357–368.
16TVD is a Russian acronym for Teatr voennykh deistvii. The English version of this term is Theater of Military Action or TSMA. See Wardak, The Voroshilov Lectures, p. 382 for a full explanation of the meaning of the term.
Relationship Between Military Doctrine and Strategy

Political aims of the government, level of weapons development, and the specific missions assigned to the armed forces shaped military strategy. Military strategy decided the nature and role of the armed forces in future war. It resolved the form, type, organization, and theoretical principles to plan the strategic actions of the armed forces. It provided the analytical foundation for studying strategic theory, the characteristics of war, and capability to wage war against potential enemies. Military strategy provided the theoretical framework uniting domestic politics, economics, history, morale, science, international politics, and military forces.

Soviet strategy provided the unity between military doctrine, and operational art—its ultimate application. Political leadership and the Soviet High Command were linked through military strategy in preparing the nation for war. Taking the political leadership's instructions and the military doctrine, the Soviet High Command organized the strategic idea, planned how to deploy the armed forces, conducted and prepared the armed forces for war, and controlled them during war. The political basis of military strategy directly influenced the military-technical fundamentals of military doctrine. This circular relationship between military strategy and doctrine shows that any change in the theoretical base of one drove change in the other. How military doctrine viewed the characteristics of future war guided military strategy. Simultaneously, strategy affected the formulation and perfection of doctrine's military-technical component.

The military-technical aspect of the doctrine was a dynamic idea, constantly adjusted to reflect changes in force posture, new political requirements, economic factors, scientific achievement, preparation of the armed forces, and changes introduced by potential enemies. Timothy Thomas noted six considerations that the military-technical dimension of military doctrine embraced: (1) The character (nature) of the military threat; (2) The type and struggle that may result (future war); (3) The requirements for defense (historical paradigm about how war begins, its initial period, timing, and interaction of technology); (4) The armed forces required (strategic posture, mobilization, and deployment); (5) The

---

means to conduct armed struggle and the use of the armed forces (force generation, manning, and equipping); and (6) Preparation of the armed forces to accomplish these tasks (training, etc.).

**Military Doctrine—Military Art—Operational Art—Tactics**

According to Soviet military thought, military doctrine guided the development of military art; but, military art was not a subset of it. Doctrine consisted of general principles regarding the nature of war. Military art concerned the practical issues of warfighting and operational success. It formed the Soviet lexicon of military science, theory, forecasts, plans, and conduct of military operations. Given the view of the future battlefield formed by military doctrine, military art described the nature of present and near-future warfare in general terms. It articulated the likely enemy, types of military action to expect and for which to prepare, and the measures to equip and train their forces. Further, it provided the synthesis of the national economy and population in supporting future war. Military art, and its doctrinal underpinnings in applying military forces were closely coordinated. In the initial period of war, this coordination was critical. According to Army General M. A. Gareyev, the response at the initial period of war most directly reflected the Soviet's political intent. He observed, "While politics usually prevails throughout a war, the political aspects are most prevalent on the eve or at the beginning of a war."  

Operational art dealt with conducting joint and combined operations of fronts, armies, and corps with the other branches of the Soviet Armed Forces. These forces pursued objectives at a strategic-operational level. Tactics referred to the actual battles in which the armed forces engaged. They normally consisted of division sized forces. Tactics spoke in terms of attacks, counterattacks, and fire plans by aircraft, missiles, artillery, and sometimes mechanized forces.

---

18 Thomas, "Soviet Military on 'Desert Storm": 595.
20 The "initial period of war" is defined as the period when operations are carried out by those forces deployed before the outbreak of war to achieve the initial strategic objectives or to create favorable conditions for the committal of the main forces which are mobilizing and deploying during it. In modern times, this initial period is defined as decisive, and will determine the course and outcome of war. Military Encyclopedic Dictionary, 1986, p. 481 as described in C. J. Dick, "Initial Thoughts": 555.
22 Wardak, *The Voroshilov Lectures*, 381.
Soviet/Russian Military Doctrine Evolution

Soviet military doctrine changed because of changes in the same complex interrelationships that formed it — international political and military environments, foreign military doctrines, history, technology, ideology, and internal political, social moral, and economic constraints. Perceived strategic imbalance has been the prime motivator in the Soviet's doctrinal evolution. Michael MccGwire notes:

Soviet military doctrine has evolved in response to what have been seen as a series of direct threats to the state's existence ... Nuclear testing aside, Soviet actions and the doctrines behind them must be seen as responses to the perceived threat posed by American decisions.2

Military doctrine evolution in the former Soviet Union and Russia today, therefore represents an amalgam of many factors. The effect of the international political environment and an assessment of the probability of war, over time, forms the political component of doctrine. The evolution of Soviet military doctrine reflected foreign doctrines, especially that of Clausewitz and German “blitzkrieg.” Past Soviet experience and history formed the Soviet perspective of war. World War II, with its ten million Soviet deaths, had a profound effect.24 Internal political, economic, and social constraints, as well as the nature of Soviet decision making, greatly affected the nature of doctrine. Technological innovation also had a key role. The military doctrine of the former Soviet Union arose from the interaction of this multitude of often conflicting factors.

Post World War II Stalin’s Era (1945-53)

The effect of World War II marks this period. The formative impact of the war led military doctrine to cast all future war in the mold of that experience — protracted land war, with ground troops directly supported by tanks, artillery, and aircraft. Soviet leaders believed surprise attack would

---

Although the war laid the foundation of military doctrine, there was little critical examination of Soviet major failures in 1941 and 1942. Furthermore, Stalin placed great importance on atomic weapons and rocketry for the international prestige. Despite Stalin’s xenophobic reaction to the West, the NATO military environment influenced Soviet military doctrine. U.S. superiority in strategic nuclear weapons and airpower prompted a Soviet emphasis on strong conventional forces and offensive counterattack into Europe from Soviet bases in Eastern Europe.

Shaping the military doctrine was also the international political environment and Marxist–Leninist ideology. The Soviets saw capitalism encircling them, with the United States as its superpower. Marxist idealism included the concept of the inevitable violent clash between capitalism and socialism. This shaped the objective constraints and historical experiences that reinforced the Soviets view of the world and their military doctrine. More than any other factor was the role played by the nature of the internal Soviet political system. Under Stalin, the Soviet Union became even more authoritarian. He elevated to doctrinal status those factors he believed were responsible for winning the war. Stalin ignored developments in conventional weapons, the role of surprise on the battlefield, foreign developments, and any failures the Soviets may have had during the German push to Moscow, Leningrad, and Stalingrad. He regarded these all as irrelevant to victory.

If conventional warfare occurred, both defense and offense played major roles. Victory resulted from accumulating successful battles fought along slowly moving continuous Fronts. Frontal breakthroughs occurred by deliberating massing forces on a main axis of attack. Men, tanks, artillery, and aircraft were concentrated in the strike sectors for speed, firepower and shock to penetrate, envelop, and thrust into the enemy’s rear areas. Combined arms, with preeminent ground forces in a European environment was the primary vision of future war.

---

Freed from the stupefying control of Stalin, military doctrine changed significantly under Khrushchev. The major doctrinal trend was to adapt the new nuclear weapons, missile technology, and means of conflict to the old views and concepts of future war. Khrushchev dropped the idea of the inevitability of war between socialism and capitalism. He did not see war as a protracted affair between massed conventional ground forces in Europe. Instead, war would result from the inevitable escalation of a small conventional war into a nuclear one. Short, intense, massive exchange of nuclear weapons delivered by rockets and aircraft dominated this view of war. Because of this outlook, Khrushchev downgraded and partially demobilized ground forces and tactical air forces. Conventional options were rendered obsolescent, and the Strategic Rocket Forces emerged as preeminent receiving the lion’s share of the Soviet defense budget.

The new doctrine connoted that enemy forces would be dealt a nuclear strike to weaken them, and then they would be attacked by tanks and mechanized forces at high tempo. Nuclear weapons became the means of establishing favorable conditions for the rapid advance of the ground forces. With the defense weakened, the ground forces would break through, avoid a frontal assault on strong points, and carry out flexible maneuvers to deal decisive blows to the enemy’s flanks and rear.

This view of the future battlefield led to the offense becoming the dominant form of battle to the Soviets. Such a doctrine accordingly emphasized the role of surprise. War was not likely to last long, so the initial period would be the most important. Both sides would try to achieve the initiative at the start. This doctrine created a different set of contributions for airpower. Instead of being viewed as long range artillery in support of the ground forces, it became a prime instrument to deliver the nuclear blows. Additionally, it was the force of choice preventing an enemy from delivering his nuclear response to the Soviet offense.

29 Marshal Sokolovskii pointed out that “...armed conflict in ground theaters would also be different.” He predicted that missile attacks would become the primary means of defeating an enemy’s ground forces, missiles, tanks, and aircraft. He saw nuclear weapons as the primary means of resolving combat in a theater of military operations. See Sokolovskii, V. D., Soviet Military Strategy, pp. 299, 306.
Other factors influenced doctrine evolution. The U.S. strategic nuclear superiority and cold war challenge led to the Soviet policy of preemption. On the domestic side, populist reforms and advances in technology emphasized modernity and international competition, especially with the United States. By not stressing the inevitability of idealistic war, the Marxist–Leninist dialectic had less impact on the military doctrine than under Stalin. The experience of World War II continued in its influence on doctrine; however, Soviets began to analyze the failures in the 1941–42 operations to prevent their recurrence.

Brezhnev’s Era (1964–82)

Only minor changes in thought regarding the nature of future war occurred under Brezhnev. Given the massive nuclear capabilities on both sides, military doctrine during this era reflected a belief that conflict would eventually involve large-scale exchanges of nuclear weapons. Conventional options, and the concept of strategic operations within the Western TVD opposite NATO, became dominant. Central to this doctrine was the belief that a Warsaw Pact strategic conventional offensive could preemptively deny NATO any incentive to initiate a nuclear war. Success depended on (1) attaining early air superiority (2) timely and discrete cooperation among the Warsaw Pact allies, and (3) strategic surprise. The primary doctrinal change was the reemergence of conventional operations in a major war. The new doctrine postulated an initial conventional phase at the start of a war. If a balance of forces existed between both sides, the initial conventional phase might last quite a long time. Given that the enemy might strike with nuclear weapons first, the initial conventional phase took on very specific characteristics. Time was the “coin of the realm.” Friendly forces needed to destroy the enemy’s advance defense lines and the enemy’s tactical nuclear weapons quickly. The initial conventional strikes had to seize as many enemies critical targets as possible to disrupt the enemy’s defensive position.

As in the Khrushev era, doctrine continued to emphasize surprise, especially its strategic value.

The most dangerous, and likely scenario to start a war, was a surprise attack by the enemy. Given

---

33Wardak, Voroshilov Lectures, 382.
34Hines and Mahoney, Defense and Counteroffensive, 7.
scenarios based on speed and surprise, it is logical that the doctrine insisted on the primacy of the offense. An external international effect influencing doctrine was the Soviet Union's achieving nuclear parity with the United States. For the first time, the Soviets possessed a credible nuclear offensive capability to deter nuclear escalation. In the international political arena, Soviet tensions eased with other countries. As the Soviet economy began to expand domestically, they could field the forces necessary to carry out the military doctrine they espoused.

Perhaps two of the most important factors influencing military doctrine were the influence of foreign military doctrines and changes in the nature of the Soviet political system. In 1961, the United States moved away from an exclusive nuclear response (massive retaliation), to selective nuclear options (flexible response). Thus, conventional operations became more interesting to Soviet planners. The historical significance of the USSR being involved in two major world wars on the continent continued to influence military doctrine's reliance on large conventional forces. More importantly, the internal political apparatus under Brezhnev became more conservative, pluralist, and bureaucratic in decision-making. The military, KGB, and heavy and light industry all received representation on the Politburo. As a result, significant real appropriations increased to each of these sectors each year. In this context, a change in military doctrine to one emphasizing a conventional option enhanced the role of the ground forces and again made them "...a more integral and legitimate actor in the decision making process."3

Gorbachev's Era (1983–89)

This era saw perhaps the most sweeping changes in Soviet military doctrine. In the early part of this period, the doctrine changed very little from what it had been under Brezhnev. In the mid-1980s, Gorbachev's perestroika (restructuring) markedly accelerated changes in military doctrine. An emphasis on the strategic defense, rather than preemptive offensive conventional strikes, marked the doctrine emerging from this period. Many factors drove changes to this "defensive" military doctrine. That change in the

doctrine was inevitable in the comments of then Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze, regarding the connection between domestic and foreign events:

...the achievements of our foreign policy would be much more impressive if we could assure greater internal stability. The numerous misfortunes that have befallen our country recently, the critical situation in the economy, the state of ethnic relations and natural calamities are reducing the chances of success in our foreign policy. The policy of reform thanks to which our country has restored its good name is undoubtedly giving rise in the world to a feeling of compassion and a desire and readiness to help us. But it should be frankly said that if our domestic troubles are multiplied by conservatism and ill will, intolerance and selfishness and clinging to dogmatic principles of the past, it will be more and more difficult for us to uphold the cause of peace, reduce tensions, fight for broader and irreversible disarmament, and integrate our country into the world system. That is why our diplomats are not living with their heads in the clouds. Their thoughts are turned to the harsh realities of our domestic life.  

Military planners and politicians firmly believed that escalation to a nuclear war would destroy the Soviet state. They saw that their previous preemptive doctrine created a deadly paradox. Rapid conventional success against NATO on any axis might accelerate NATO’s decision to nuclear first use — exactly what preemption was trying to preclude. Thus, the previous Soviet strategic concept contained the seeds of its own destruction. Secondly, in the 1970s and early 1980s, NATO leaders perceived the Soviet buildup as threatening and destabilizing. As such, NATO responded with deliberate political and military measures. The resultant NATO buildup in technologically superior forces, and the political will for rapid reinforcement, decreased the Soviets’ likelihood to win a conventional war in the initial period. Additionally, the NATO buildup forced the Soviets to ensure their industry and technology kept up with the NATO response. The result was a draining military competition with the civilian economy that economically and technologically drained the Soviets. The maintenance of a military capability to carry out a preemptive doctrine was a burden the Soviet economy could not endure. Third, the economic drain exerted indirect costs. The Soviets became politically and economically isolated from the most advanced countries of the world that they needed to enhance technology and hard cash transfers. The direct costs imposed by the military’s demands for the work force, material, and technology exacerbated the Soviet’s 

decline on the world’s stage. Finally, the Soviet Union’s internal politics were in turmoil during this period. The impact of Marxist–Leninist ideology virtually disappeared from the formation of military doctrine. The Soviets’ put their view of others on a “back burner” as they concentrated on their view of themselves.

In 1985, the Soviet political leadership redefined the military doctrine to support the pressing political, economic, and societal concerns. Under the new doctrine, conduct of the defensive operation was a precursor to the preparation of strong conventional counterstrikes, followed by a concentrated counter-offensive. The military strategists presented the defensive phase as a temporary measure to buy time in the initial period of a conflict. The Soviets would use this time to mobilize, reinforce and move rear echelons forward for the counteroffensive. The official presentation of the new doctrine focused almost exclusively on the initial period of the defense, with little said about the counterstrike and counteroffensive periods. The doctrine shifted away from the aggressive nature of the Brezhnev years. In its place was a so-called “defensive doctrine,” with the weapons associated with it being of “reasonable sufficiency.” The new doctrine led to the Soviet military developing plans to conduct a more prolonged initial defense.

Within the new military doctrine; however, was the provision to switch, perhaps suddenly, from the general strategic defensive to a counteroffensive. The transition to the counteroffensive marked the end of the initial period of war. This required that the strategic defensive must make up an “…intentional positional defense by Soviet armies and fronts… to exhaust and halt the maneuver component of an attacker’s strike force.” To achieve a sufficient correlation of force for the counteroffensive to succeed, the Soviets needed more forces beyond those prescribed in the new defensive doctrine. This put a premium on mobilization of strategic reserves and forward movement of follow-on echelons. Once forces from the strategic reserve moved forward, they would exploit the success achieved by the early front counterstrikes. Without fire superiority, the surprise, maneuver, and decisiveness of the counterstike were impossible. Enemy deep

41 Army General G. I. Salmonov comment in Hines and Mahoney, Defense and Counteroffensive, 89.
fire systems and reconnaissance had to be destroyed, mostly by air, so that the maneuver forces had freedom of action.

The new doctrine, therefore, emphasized the importance of the initial period of war. The new doctrine mandated answering a NATO attack with a “devastating rebuff.” The doctrine was unclear whether this “rebuff” was limited to a counteroffensive only, or might be expanded to a full-scale strategic offensive operation. In 1987, Defense Minister Yazov called for a decisive offensive to follow a counteroffensive. By late 1989, when the new military doctrine emerged, he said, “Until recently, we planned to repel aggressions with defensive and offensive operations. Now, however, we are planning defensive operations as the basic form of our combat action.”

Central to this new “defensive doctrine,” however was a concept of military art prevalent throughout all Soviet military doctrine evolution. Victory only came by defeating the enemy, and the offense was the mode of operation that defeated the enemy. The Soviet military said little publicly on issues related to the debate over the counteroffensive. Hines and Mahoney feel the military’s reticence may have stemmed from the atmosphere of uncertainty and fluidity characterizing Soviet military affairs after the December 1988 announcement of unilateral force reductions. Michael M. Boll asserts that the Warsaw Pact continued to exercise with simulated nuclear weapons in sharp contrast to the doctrine’s reorientation emphasizing defensive preparation. He argues it is likely that the Soviet’s announced defensive position was more “in the realm of intent ... than to an immediate reform.” The General Staff was probably trying to forego any further policy surprises, and were pursuing a course of flexibility and prudence. Officially, they embraced the defensive; but, in their minds they continued an offensive spirit.

44Boll uses evidence from Soviet and East German archives to make clear that the Soviet war plans were clearly offensive at a time when their “official” doctrine was defensive. He implies, at the operational, tactical, and training levels the Soviet and Pact military disregarded the defensive doctrine imposed by Gorbachev. See Boll, Michael M., “By Blood, Not Ballots: German Unification, Communist Style,” Parameters, Spring 1994: 71–75.
45Hines and Mahoney, Defense and Counteroffensive, 100.
Immediate Pre-Gulf War Era (1990–91)

This period marked the end of communism, the breakup of the Warsaw Pact, the dissolution of the Soviet Republic, the rise of Yeltsin, and formation of the Russian Federation. Gorbachev announced unilateral force reductions in Europe in 1989. The Soviet military began a move toward professionalism versus conscription. Force development began to focus on qualitative factors rather than quantitative ones. The political factions reassessed the military threat from the West after force reductions and declared them less threatening. The Soviets’ doctrinal evolution plate was overflowing.

The central theme of doctrine evolution during this period was how to make “defensive doctrine” and “reasonable sufficiency” work after military restructuring. According to Lester Grau of the Foreign Military Studies Office, many indicators show the declaration of a defensive doctrine was “a purely political decision made for economic and political purposes and imposed on the military with little regard for the military logic of that doctrine.” He points out that Soviet professional books and journal articles after the new doctrine declaration continued to reflect the Soviet military’s conservative approach to operational art. Suddenly, the Soviets found themselves on a trip down the Yellow Brick Road, where perceptions and reality would come into sharp conflict.

The Soviet’s view of the future battlefield emphasized nonlinearity. Their fielding systems optimized for deep battle peaked just before Gorbachev became General Secretary. New U.S. and NATO systems were clearly a generation ahead of those of the Soviets. The role of precision guided munitions and electronic warfare had added a great combat additive to NATO forces. The Soviets were clearly behind; however, they did not intend simply to mirror image NATO’s reliance on technology as a force multiplier. Soviet military professionals asserted they “will not follow in the wake of the probable enemy

---


47Marshal Ogarkov had clearly seen this technological advantage coming for the West as early as 1984. He said, “...rapid changes in the development of conventional means of destruction and the emergence in developed countries of automated reconnaissance-strike complexes; long-range, highly accurate, terminally guided combat systems; remotely piloted vehicles; and quantitatively new electronic control systems make many types of weapons global and make it possible to increase sharply (by at least an order of magnitude) the destructive potential of conventional weapons bringing them closer in terms of effectiveness to weapons of mass destruction. The sharply increased range of conventional weapons makes it possible to extend combat not just to the border regions, but to the territory of the entire country. This was not possible in past wars. This qualitative leap in the development of conventional means of destruction will inevitably entail a change in the nature of the preparation and conduct of operations, which will in turn predetermine the possibility of conducting military operations using conventional systems in qualitatively new, incomparably more destructive forms than before.” See Ogarkov, N., “The Defense of Socialism: Experience of the History of Modernity,” Krasnaya zvezda, (May 9, 1984): 26.
and copy his weapons and employment concepts ... rather ... it intends to seek asymmetrical solutions, combining high combat effectiveness with economic efficiency." The Soviet forces "are to become equipped with the latest in science and technology and become increasingly more flexible, cohesive, and mobile." The revamped force structure was compact and ready, and easily expandable by an enhanced mobilization base. Finally, the restructured force relied on "fully automated command, control, communications infrastructure to facilitate mission execution." The Soviets hoped the synergy produced by these force structure factors would amount to an order of magnitude increase in combat effectiveness.

The Soviet's vision of the future battlefield was of a high intensity, dynamic, high-tempo, air-land operation extending over vast land area and space. It orchestrated positional elements, preplanned fires, maneuverable fire elements, counterattack forces, and counterstrike forces. Maneuver defense using security zones and covering forces provided operational and tactical depth to the defense. Maneuver and counter maneuver forces insured the defense was viable and created conditions favorable to a counter-offensive. Tempo allowed the Soviets to use tactical units to counterattack into the operational depth of the enemy during operational/strategic counteroffensives.

An interesting characteristic of this doctrine is common to all Soviet military doctrine. The defense creates a favorable condition to culminate in an offensive. In this regard, the forces allotted to the defense were secondary to that of the counteroffensive and operational reserves exploited the counter-offensive. More than just blunting an attack, the defense became the means to seize initiative from the aggressor. It also created the conditions that would ultimately lead to defeating the enemy. Key to seizing initiative is counterstrike and preemption. Although this period became one of how to apply "defensive doctrine," it is interesting that maintaining offensive capability was the essence of this defensive doctrine.

The forces necessary to carry out this doctrine become very similar to those contained in the Brezhnev

50 Ibid.: 79.
51 Grau, "Continuity and Change": 17–18.
military doctrine. The primary difference was a smaller, faster, more concentrated force structure. One can, therefore, view the ideas of "strategic defensive" and counteroffensive as the same doctrinal concept. Throughout its evolution, Russian military doctrine took on certain primary characteristics. It took many forms and descriptions. But in looking at the doctrine closely, we see a persistent and recurrent theme involving offensive action. One can build a stereotype of the general characteristics of this doctrine. As the air phase of the Gulf War began in January 1991, this is the doctrinal template the Russians applied. It was the comparative paradigm they applied to measure Western military performance against their forty-year old ideas about the nature of future war. It was this stereotypical doctrinal idea they used to "click their heels together" to carry their offensive force structure wherever they wished their military strategy to go.

**Soviet Military Doctrine Stereotype**

In the strategic-operational plan, the high command of forces organized on one or more strategic axes in a TVD. The aim of the operational commanders within this TVD was to destroy the enemy and weaken their political alliances. The weakest points of the enemy received the major blows, and in areas where counterattacks were likely, friendly forces built defenses. The operational plan destroyed an enemy by envelopment. The key to the strategic-operational plan was achieving significant tactical superiority on a strike sector where the main blow fell, while accepting local inferiority on passive or secondary sectors not coming under attack. Soviet military planners stressed that only the offensive could achieve victory. Seizing the initiative at the outset of hostilities, before the enemy could fully deploy, offered the Soviets the best opportunity to mass forces to achieve a breakthrough of the enemy’s prepared defenses.

*The Offensive*

Successful deep operations required simultaneous fire suppression of the enemy throughout the depth of the defense, rapid penetration, and high speed deep attacks by specially organized forces to

---

achieve the objective as quickly as possible.\textsuperscript{54} Motorized rifle, tank, and air assault forces characterized the maneuver for these quick, high-speed strikes. At the strategic level, armies arrayed as \textit{Fronts} to give the maximum initial blow, achieve momentum, and carry the attack into the enemy’s rear. The armies deployed over a broad frontage in a single echelon of divisions. At the tactical level, divisions attacked as regiments and battalions.\textsuperscript{55}

Echeloning forces built pressure on the weakest sector. Generally, combined arms armies made up the first echelon of a \textit{Front}, with tank armies normally in the second echelon. The \textit{Front}’s first echelon contained the bulk of its forces. The mission of this first echelon was to overcome the enemy’s defenses and attack through to the immediate operational depths. The \textit{Front}’s second echelon, normally one army, had the mission to exploit the success of the first echelon, and to continue the main thrusts of the offensive through to the subsequent objective. This idea maintained a significant element of force out of contact with the enemy until the first forces in contact either reached their objective, or achieved a breakthrough. The intent of echeloning was to ensure freshly committed forces were available for exploitation.\textsuperscript{56} Given the importance Soviet planners gave to the attack, the Soviets regarded the breakthrough as their center of gravity upon which the operational, and by inference the strategic, objectives rested.\textsuperscript{57} The second operational echelon contained up to one-half of the entire \textit{Front}’s committed force to exploit the breakthrough and advance into the enemy’s rear.\textsuperscript{58}

Air support of the ground forces during the offensive consisted of four stages. First, was support of the movement forward. Priority in targeting during this stage was deep targets, especially nuclear weapons, enemy aircraft on airfields, and combat helicopters — forces that might strike friendly supported forces while they were still far from the forward edge of the enemy defenses. The second stage occurred before the onset of a ground offensive across a specified frontage. The intent of this stage was to increase


the mass of fires by combining artillery and air strikes in the attack preparatory stage. Third, was the direct support of ground forces after the offensive started. This stage was an extension of the second stage, and concentrated on targets beyond the range of frontal artillery and missiles. The Soviets called the final stage the “air accompaniment.” This stage occurred during the advanced stage of the offensive when the progress of the ground forces had outstripped the prepared fire support plan. The intention of this stage was to ensure ground force support as they penetrated the defense.\textsuperscript{59}

\textit{The Air Operation}

Generally, strategic operations began with an air offensive. As part of a strategic offensive operation, an air operation was a joint operation of all aviation resources coordinated with the other branches of aviation, and other services of the armed forces on an operational–strategic scale.\textsuperscript{60} Air operations were the aggregate of mass strikes, air engagements, and successive actions coordinated and conducted simultaneously, or successively, by air force operational formations. Their intent was to destroy enemy air and operational and strategic reserves in the TVD. Additionally, the air operation prevented an enemy strategic movement within the TVD, and destroyed the enemy's military and economic potential.\textsuperscript{61} Its component parts included:

1. Air operations by air armies of operational–strategic and strategic air forces.
2. Combat actions \textit{Frontal} aviation to destroy enemy air on airfields and in the air.
3. Joint action by the units of an air army of the operational–strategic air force and by naval aviation to destroy aircraft carriers.
4. Attacks by missile troops using conventional cluster munitions against airfields, anti-aircraft defenses, and enemy command and control systems.
5. Joint action of the \textit{frontal} fighter aviation, \textit{frontal} antiaircraft defense, and operational formations of the National Defense Forces against enemy air forces in the air.


\textsuperscript{60}Philip A. Peterson and John R. Clark, “Soviet Air and Anti-air Operations,” \textit{Air University Review} (March–April 1985): 42.

6. Actions by the forces of the fronts to neutralize enemy antiaircraft defense and to protect air force strike groups en route to their objectives, and to advance and overrun or threaten major airbases.\textsuperscript{62}

Thus, the aim of the air operation was to destroy enemy main aviation groupings and to create a favorable air situation. They required air forces to seize the initiative, retain strike power, provide freedom of movement to frontal forces, and guarantee operational success. As the air operation concluded, aviation units revert to direct support of the ground units.\textsuperscript{63} The air operation’s main aim was to establish air superiority. It was the principal component of the total Soviet effort to negate enemy nuclear capability in the initial periods of a conflict. It differed from supporting the general offensive because it was not coincidental with the advance of ground maneuver forces.

This chapter contained a generalized description of the Russian conventional military doctrine structure on the eve of the Gulf War. The description was a characteristic overview of forty-plus years of Soviet/Russian doctrinal evolution. This was the military doctrinal template through which the Soviets watched the Allied forces in the Gulf War. No matter how the Soviets packaged and labeled their military doctrine, by late 1991 it had assumed an offensive stereotypical paradigm. The following chapters will discuss the Soviet/Russian view of the Gulf War. What is more important, they describe how the Russians modified the stereotype of the military doctrine based on the lessons they believed they learned from the Gulf War.

\textsuperscript{62}Ibid., 316–327.
\textsuperscript{63}Ibid., 312–313.
CHAPTER 3 Russian Impression of the Gulf War

"... you can imagine how pleased I was when I heard your house had fallen on the Wicked Witch of the East. When you came to me I was willing to promise anything if you would only do away with the other Witch; but, now that you have melted her, I am ashamed to say that I cannot keep my promises."

— Frank L. Baum
The Wizard of Oz

The Soviets became interested in the Persian Gulf War of 1991 as a "laboratory" for testing Western military capability. Studying the Gulf War was important for the Soviets as they were in the process of redefining their military doctrine in response to tremendous internal factors within the former Soviet Union. Ben Lambeth, of the RAND Corporation said, "Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm occurred at a time when the Soviet political system was hopelessly unsuited to profit from any teachings of the war because of more pressing distractions, notably an economy in ruin and the rapidly accelerating disintegration of the Soviet Union."64 Even so, the Russians have done quite well at dissecting, perceiving, and understanding what happened in the Gulf War. As internally directed as Soviet military doctrine is, military history and experience are key to how the Soviets form their doctrine. The Gulf War lessons they describe were influential in the form that the new Russian military doctrine eventually took. Simultaneously, they were building a force structure to fit that new doctrine. They saw the Gulf War as a useful exercise in defining the nature of future war.65 They saw their old doctrine's "promise" melt away in the light of Allied performance as compared to the reality of the monumental social, economic, and political changes they were undergoing.

The Soviet High Command set up a special operations group when the war began. According to General of the Army Moiseyev, their task was "to gather, generalize, and assess information received, and

---


65 In fact, General V. Lobov, former Chief of Staff of the Warsaw Pact said that the Gulf War would give NATO an "unfair" advantage. He pointed out that the Warsaw Pact was in the process of dissolution, but NATO had the opportunity to test weapons in the Gulf. "The fact alone that the Warsaw Pact will soon disappear but NATO will remain means that there is no longer any parity." See Richter, Brigitta, "Interview with General V. Lobov, Warsaw Pact Chief of Staff: The War has Become a Means of Destroying Iraq," Der Morgen, February 18, 1991 (in FBIS-SOV-91-036): 81.
to evaluate the nature of the new arms and equipment being used, forms and methods of preparing and waging contemporary air-ground and amphibious assault operations, the control and communications' systems, and questions of overall support." General Moiseyev believed that the Gulf War was a testing ground for the state-of-the-art hardware of the U.S. and their NATO allies. He further believed that the results of the hardware's use would impact NATO structure and equipment in the near future. Finally, he believed the sands of Kuwait and Iraq were a U.S. laboratory for testing the forms and methods of preparing and prosecuting military actions. After the war, the Soviets convened several secret roundtables of their senior military leadership to discuss the "lessons learned" from the war.

Far more than just a discussion of lessons, these forums combined their analysis of internal and external factors with recommendations for doctrinal changes. The General Staff held an especially important roundtable on June 6, 1991, with then Minister of Defense Yazov chairing the discussion. David M. Glantz, of the Foreign Military Studies Office notes that the Soviet General Staff assessment of the Gulf War followed six key elements: (1) the initial period of war, (2) the likely intensity and scale of combat, (3) the means (weaponry) to be employed, (4) the consequences for the Soviet economy and population, (5) the duration of the war, and (6) the influence of the U.S. and NATO doctrine on "reasonable sufficiency." Glantz also points out that the significance of the Gulf War to the Soviets was that it "posed a new model of future combat in which the new military-technical dynamics of conventional combat not only have an impact upon the course and outcome of the initial period of war in the theater of military operations, but also have become synonymous with the very outcome of the war itself [emphasis added]."

What follows is a compilation of many Soviet and Russian reactions to the Gulf War. I categorized the reactions in the same way the Soviets described the specific principles designed by military strategy on requirements as determined by military doctrine. These characteristics take form in the concepts the Soviets define as strategy, operational art, and tactics. The General Staff's six key elements Glantz
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described above, also fit into these three principles: strategy (element number 1, 4, 5, and 6), operational art (element 2), and tactics (element 3). The "correctness" of the evaluation is not the focus. The intention is to represent Soviet reactions and impressions as they defined them. In the chapters following, I will show how these impressions and reactions led to significant changes in the direction of Soviet military doctrine.

**Strategy**

To the Soviets, strategy is what linked the political aims of the government with the posture of the military forces of the state. It is the factor that defined war's conditions and characteristics. It was through strategy that the Soviets identified and adapted experiences related to the preparation and conduct of past wars with the objective study of future wars. Analyzing the Gulf War was not just an exercise in weapons evaluation to the Soviets. It was a necessary and basic requirement of their strategy formulation process. The Gulf War reinforced many of the Soviets ideas about strategy. They altered their strategic concept about the characteristic of the danger or threat, the nature of future war, and the importance of the initial period of war based on what they saw happen during the Gulf War. Since the form of the strategic actions of the Armed Forces, their structure, operational art, tactics, and weapons development stem from strategy's affect on doctrine, we will explore strategy first.

**The Threat**

The Soviets' military doctrine for four decades centered on opposing NATO on the Central Plain of Germany. In analyzing the Gulf War, Soviet military leaders altered their perspective. They changed their view to emphasize conducting nonstandard means of waging war. Whatever the future structure of TVDs, the Soviets concluded most modern local conflict or war would be prosecuted using these new nonstandard methods. In evaluating the causes of the Gulf War, the High Command drew several conclusions concerning the West. They believed that the U.S. was weak in signaling a warning to Hussein of their probable response in late June 1990, when Iraq massed forces at the Kuwait border. Another was the

---
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failure of the UN to act against aggression in South Lebanon and Panama, thereby giving Saddam Hussein a false sense of security. Yet another was the view of the Western powers that they could achieve strategic goals through local conflicts, so that now they actually encouraged war. In all these beliefs, the Soviets reinforced their old mistrust of Western hegemony.70

Future War

Major General V. Zhurbenko, deputy head of the main department of the Soviet General Staff, said in an interview with Tass that the Gulf War was “without analog since World War II.”71 Mary C. FitzGerald points out that Soviets’ structure the armed forces according to their view of the nature of future war. She notes that Soviet military doctrine then is “riveted to future military capabilities and environments” even in the era of “new thinking” and perestroika. Under the influence of Marshal Ogarkov in the early 1980s, the Soviets began to focus on developing advanced conventional munitions (ACMs), energy-directed weapons, and space-based systems. The Soviets became convinced that wide-scale deployment of these weapons by their opponents was inevitable. Before the Gulf War, Soviet military theorists envisioned a future war whose political-military objectives were not driven by seizing territory, but by destroying the opponent’s military capability and infrastructure. To Ms. FitzGerald, the Gulf War represented a confirmation of how the Soviets envisioned future war. She noted three significant impacts on Soviet military thought. First, the Soviets saw a new arms race coming emphasizing implementation of strategic mobilization and deployments to theaters far from the homeland. Second, a new emphasis on the role of surprise as the key to victory was based on airpower being the main means of achieving it. Finally, the Soviets stressed that the Gulf War was the prototype of technological operations. She saw the Soviets response to the Gulf War as a confirmation of Marshal Ogarkov’s ideas about technology, an invalidation

71Oleg Moskovskiy, “Interview with Major General V. Zhurbenko, Chief of the Main Department, USSR Armed Forces General Staff,” Tass, February 26, 1991 (in FBIS-SOV-91-038): 11.
of the 1987 "defensive doctrine," a redefinition of deterrence in terms of non-nuclear parity, and finally, a cause for serious concerns about the future of U.S.-Soviet arms negotiations.\textsuperscript{72}

Soviet concepts of future war, as discussed in the previous chapters, focused on keeping war conventional. To achieve security parity, the Soviets assumed that having the same number of weapons as their adversary created stability. Their emphasis for forty years had been on quantity. In the 1980s, Marshal Ogarkov emphasized quality and high-tech. He redefined the type of war the Soviets might realistically envision and the adjustments they might have to make to their military art.\textsuperscript{73} The Gulf War heightened and clarified the implication of future war and Soviet weapons' development.

The roundtable drew lessons from the Gulf War on the preparation and conduct of future war. It became apparent to the Soviets that war in the future (nonstandard, local, or environmental) required a mix of strategy and tactics. The old idea of a military doctrine with little flexibility to respond to a variety of threats was no longer viable. This, in turn, required a more varied force structure and strategic posture. Rapid reaction, rather than defensive parity, would need to become the hallmark of the Soviet strategy. The preparation for future war would require greater flexibility and diversity in the forces. Military scientists would have to rely on their creativity and adaptability to new circumstances, despite economic and political problems.\textsuperscript{74} Again, the Great Oz chided the Soviets to pay no attention to the economic and political reality lurking behind the screen.

Local war, rather than conflict between two blocs of power in a TVD, replaced the Soviet view of the operational-strategic. Major General Vladimir Slipchenko of the General Staff noted that advanced-technology weapons, expended on such a large scale as the Gulf War, created a revolution in military affairs. He noted that future wars will have "no front lines or flanks," and that enemy territory is divided into "targets and nontargets." He noted that future war would involve the use of massive amounts of this

\textsuperscript{74}Thomas, "Soviet Military on Desert Storm": 615.
new technology and would be over quickly, "... the political structure will destroy itself, and there will be no need to occupy enemy territory."  

The General Staff determined that local conflicts could lead to strategic victories. Rather than an incremental tactical—operational—strategic progression, strategic goals may be the first ones attained in future war. They saw a serious danger as the apparent inevitability of regional conflict could replace the old idea of inevitable class struggle. Local conflicts generate a different set of military-political objectives than do bloc to bloc struggles, so that the old concepts of struggles for national survival and unconditional surrender were no longer operative. Local conflicts that threaten vital national interests may warrant superpower intervention, although that superpower may not be a direct participant in the causes of the conflict. In many ways, the Soviets saw this as a cause of direct U.S. involvement, and their own indirect involvement in a dispute among Iraq, Kuwait, and Saudi Arabia. Non-standard warfare, employing weapons of terror (nuclear, biological, or chemical), or ecological warfare was seen as great a threat to the world as conventional warfare was in the past.

The Initial Period of War

The Gulf War heightened the Soviets' perception of the importance of the initial phase of war. The General Staff argued that preemption was the only way to avoid defeat in progressively threatening situations against a powerful opponent. In the future, there would be no time to develop a defensive phase with the ultimate objective of preparing and conducting a viable counteroffensive. This became particularly important if the opponent waged an air operation similar to the size of that in the Gulf War.

The Gulf War vividly displayed the new strategic importance of the war's initial period. If fought with high-tech precision munitions and set the stage for future operations. More importantly, the Soviets realized that the initial period may actually decide the war, rather than simply influence its outcome and length. They understood that future weapons capitalized on the qualities of speed, mobility, lethality, and
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accuracy thereby significantly increasing the value of two of the Soviet’s prized principles of war — surprise and initiative. One General Staff officer summarized this well by saying the “war’s outcome was decided by gaining the initiative and winning air superiority; Hussein did not preempt and so he lost!”

The initial period of war underscored two very important combat elements: security and support. As discussed in our analysis of Soviet military doctrine, the Soviets originally considered these as secondary. In the Gulf War, these elements took on strategic importance. General of the Army Kloktov noted

Iraq made a strategic error. Its forces were prepared for a battle in which the means of ‘strike’ were preeminent. To civilized states this is a thing of the past. Now not only means of strike but also means of security such as reconnaissance, radio-electronic warfare, means of guidance, and effective defense are of prime importance. Therefore Iraq’s strike means were unprotected.

Of all the factors the Soviets said had now changed the relevance of the initial period, the conduct of the air operation was the most important one. One General Staff officer described the air operation in three phases: an air defense penetration, a destruction of command and control, and finally strikes. Lieutenant General A. E. Maliukov, then Chief of Staff of the Soviet Air Force, in a May 1991 issue of Military Thought said that the initial period of war confirmed the increased role of aviation to combat power. The Gulf War confirmed the impact of aviation on tactical surprise and its execution. Future war required an air capability to repel initial attacks, and then mount its own air offensive. The key, as the Soviets defined the Gulf War, was protecting the control of air forces and developing an ability of air commanders to act independently.
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77 Statement in interview of General V. Gorbachev. See Buryga, Nikolay, “Interview with General V. Gorbachev... Tanks Will Not Save the Day,” Izvestia, January 21, 1991 (in FBIS-SOV-91-014): 18-19. Interestingly, Mr. Buryga asked General Gorbachev whether the poor showing of the Iraqis would “discredit our equipment in the foreign public’s eyes.” The General responded with an opinion almost constant throughout all the General Staff’s impression of Soviet equipment vs. Iraqi operators: “As far as Soviet equipment is concerned, it is not so much a problem, I think, as the people operating it. Iraqi military professionalism is not, as we can see, up to the mark.” Additionally, he remarked that “having no opposition in the air, the coalition will be able to carry out its task one way or another.”

78 Moscow International Service television interview with General of the Army Kloktov. See FBIS-SOV-046, p. 46 and FBIS-SOV-086-S, p. 34. In addition to improving troop combat performance, force generation proceeded more smoothly and produced better-equipped and maintained forces than the Soviets were ever able to do. The result was an increased Soviet emphasis on improvements in organizational development and training, to include an advancement in the quest for a professional force.


Of all the Soviet statements made about the Gulf War, Lieutenant General Yevseyev made an unprecedented proclamation for Soviet doctrine. In contrast to past wars he noted "the main content of the initial period can be the delivery by the belligerents of nuclear strikes or strikes with conventional means of destruction [emphasis added] ... for achieving the war's main objectives." In the past, Soviet military theorists believed only nuclear weapons achieved a war's main objective of destroying the opponent's war fighting capability in the initial period. To Soviet military theorists, the allies had achieved nuclear effects in the initial period by using high-tech conventional weapons.

**Operational Art**

Operational art defines the Soviet's method of concentrated employment. Operational art describes how Soviet forces are formed, organized, and employed to achieve the military strategy. It encompasses the operational level commanders' sphere of actions. As we saw earlier, Soviet operational art had become focused on speed, mass, shock, and firepower of preeminent ground forces, with other services in a supporting role. The success of the Allied air operation in the Gulf War caused Soviet military theorists to reassess their old concept of operational art.

**Airpower's Role**

One of the first assessments appearing in the Soviet press as combat actions began in the Gulf War regarded airpower's ascendancy. The Soviets noted that the priority of actions of the branches of the American Armed Forces (as possibly theirs by inference) had changed. Tass military analyst, Vladimir Chernysev commented

> The "classic" form of combat gave the main role to land forces in military actions, and the air force supports them. Here [the Gulf War] everything has been different: I would say the basic blows of strategic, decisive significance were struck by the Air Forces.

---


In May 1991, General Bogdanov of the General Staff chaired a roundtable discussion focused on the initial air operations of the Gulf War. In attendance were Colonel-General I. Maltsev, chief of staff of the PVO (Air Defense Forces); Lieutenant General A. Maliukov, Chief of Staff of the Air Force; Major General A. Gulko from the General Staff; and Rear Admiral A. Pauk from the naval staff. The conferees agreed the coalition had overwhelmed the Iraqi's long-range missile radars. General Gulko remarked that the allied air operations had not succeeded in achieving the coalition’s goals single-handedly. He did concede that the intent of the air campaign was to create the preconditions necessary for a consolidated victory by all the forces of the coalition with minimal losses. He noted that coalition airpower had achieved air superiority to the extent that they were able to operate with impunity, and that air strikes denied Iraq freedom of action and initiative.

The Soviets saw the Gulf War as a repudiation of Douhet’s ideas about airpower. They did not feel the Gulf War justified building force structure emphasizing strategic bombardment; however, they felt they needed parity in the ground-air-space weapons to present a credible deterrent to a potential threat. Although the Soviets saw success in war as a joint effort of all the services, Lieutenant General of A. E. Maliukov found Douhet’s ideas of attacks against industrial and population centers as relevant to the Gulf War’s outcome. He viewed these strikes as part of the psychological warfare conducted by the Allies to wear down the Iraqi people. He further noted that airpower’s chief contribution was in interdiction, close air support, and air superiority to enhance the success of ground operations. In a May 1991 issue of Military Thought, he said that the initial period of war confirmed the increased role of aviation to combat power. The Gulf War confirmed the impact of aviation on tactical surprise and its execution. More

84 Ben Lambeth points out that the Soviets incorrectly identified the wrong airpower theorist. Rather than Douhet, he claims Desert Storm came closer to supporting Billy Mitchell’s ideas. He notes David MacIsaac: “Whereas Douhet had looked on aircraft other than bombers as ancillary — nice to have, perhaps, but not absolutely necessary — Mitchell could argue the case for all types. The important thing for him was not strategic bombing, but rather the centralized coordination of all air assets under the control of an autonomous air force command, freed from its dependency on the army. If that goal could be achieved, he felt, everything else would fall into its place.” See Lambeth, Benjamin, “Desert Storm and Its Meaning”: 50 and MacIsaac, David, “Voices from the Central Blue: The Air Power Theorists,” in Peter Paret, ed., Makers of Modern Strategy: From Machiavelli to the Nuclear Age, (Princeton: NJ, Princeton University Press, 1986): 631.
importantly, he said the defensive cast of the Soviet military doctrine at that time implied an air capability able to repel initial attacks and mount its own air operation. He went on to state that this would only occur by protecting the control of the air and giving air commanders the ability to operate independently.

General Maliukov also said the Gulf War "constituted a textbook example of what air supremacy means — both for the country that gained it and for the country ceding it to the opponent." When asked whether he felt the war had reflected a practical application of the American AirLand Battle doctrine, he answered:

I do not think so. There was no classical 'air-land battle.' Why? The point is that this war — and here General Dugan comes to mind — was obviously conceived from the outset as an air war to wear out the opponent by means of air strikes, disorganize his command systems, destroy his air defenses, and weaken the ground forces' striking power. In terms of the choice of objectives, it was more a case of a classic air offense. And these objectives were achieved. Broadly speaking, this is the first time we have seen a war which aviation took care almost entirely of all the main tasks [emphasis added].

The mobility, speed, and accuracy of modern weapons systems are combat multipliers. This factor makes surprise and initiative, especially in the initial period the most important of all military principles. During the Gulf War, the Soviets defined Allied airpower as devastating. Retired Soviet military scientist, Major General Vorobyev underscored the unique role of airpower when he said it was "the decisive role of fire power in destroying the enemy ... this has never been demonstrated so clearly in any operation in the past." He called for a "prompt and fundamental review of existing [Soviet] ideas and propositions in the field of tactics and doctrine." He concluded his remarks by noting that Iraq's defeat was not caused by "any weakness in weapons or combat equipment, but by the habit, dogmatism, stereotype, and conventionalism in the leadership of the troops ... And this is a graphic lesson for every-

88 A. Sidorov, "Interview of Lieutenant General of Aviation Maliukov: The Gulf War: Initial Conclusions — Air Power Predetermined the Outcome," Krasnaia zvezda, March 14, 1991 (in FBIS-SOV-91-053): 50–51. President Bush also noted that "jointness" need not imply using each service each time in equal measure, but rather means using "the proper tool at the proper time." Lt. Co. Ed Mann (USAF) expanded this idea. "There is nothing wrong with Air-Land Battle so far as it goes. It's fine when ground forces are the primary tool, but it assumes they always will be. While airpower plays an important and integral role in the ground battle ... that's not all it can do. Sometimes airpower alone, or in a lead role, can be more effective and save lives. Airpower doctrine doesn't deny utility to Air-Land Battle. It goes beyond it to consider additional options." See Mann, Edward C., "Operation Desert Storm? It Wasn't Air-Land Battle," Air Force Times (September 30, 1991): 27, 61.

Airpower was less effective against small, highly mobile targets, such as Scud launchers; but, on the operational and tactical level, the Iraqis made errors forced on them by the loss of initiative and Allied air superiority. The Soviets concluded that any force trying to defend without mobility, or without the ability to strike a maneuvering enemy from the air, was doomed to fail. The Soviets watched the Allies maneuver freely, deceive the Iraqis, mask the main attack, and effectively strike at the weakest point.

Maneuvers by large ground forces required air superiority. The Soviets described airpower, electronic warfare, and air defense, or the Iraqis' lack of it, as significantly more important in future wars. The Soviets asserted that the most important forces for the future would be the strategic rocket forces, air forces, and air defense forces. To a certain degree, aircraft assumed the primary role as the most maneuverable and long-range means of fighting, for example, accurate weapons and air superiority destroyed any potential Iraqi combat advantage in tanks. Another General Staff officer commented that the only counter to the massed aviation strikes was a powerful air defense system equipped with the most modern weapons.

For airpower to be effective over any length of time, operational sustainment was imperative. The numbers of sorties the Allies generated each day impressed the Soviets. In their preliminary calculations, the Soviets never thought that the Allies could sustain the sorties actually produced. Large-scale air operations, involving coalition aircrews, sustaining two and a half sorties each day over one and a half months seemed incredible.

The Soviets gave the Allies' air forces high scores for countering Iraq's long-range radar systems.

This caused the Iraqis to substitute short-range and television-optical systems for fire control systems.
This in turn led the allies to fly higher and at night. The Soviets drew the conclusion that the allies “owned the night,” and could operate their air forces with impunity.97

The General Staff examined the air operation in a March 1991 issue of Morskoi Sbornik. The article stressed that command of the air made a systematic air campaign possible. Captain First Rank K. Kzheb, of the Soviet Navy, outlined the allied air operation.

The primary stake in the war was placed in the allies’ massive use of their airpower to keep losses on the ground to an absolute minimum. The immediate goal was to disarm, blind, deafen, and decapitate the enemy from the very outset to achieve control of the air. Then, allied airpower was applied at will to systematically the Iraqi strategic infrastructure and “isolate the area of upcoming combat operations, along with concurrent destruction of Iraq’s troops and military equipment.”98

In the initial period, the air campaign struck Iraqi command and control, air defense, and military-industrial targets. A shift to interdiction aimed at isolating the region of combat operations followed the initial phase. Following the air interdiction phase, the center of gravity for the air operation shifted to the direct support of the ground forces.99 The Soviets also realized that space was an element of the future battlefield. The Soviets said that for the first time, the battlefield contained a third coordinate, and they believed it had played a decisive role in the Allied victory.

Some observers from the General Staff were not as enthusiastic about airpower’s success as most. Several officers interviewed for the May 1991 Military Thought article stated that the Allies expected too much from the air operation. They thought the Allies expected more decisive results than were actually attained. They attributed “airpower’s failure” to be decisive to the multinational forces devoting too many assets to the destruction of Iraq’s military-industrial and national command assets. They felt this reduced the ordnance available for interdiction and close support the ground forces — a logical conclusion given how most Soviets viewed the relationship between airpower and ground forces. They also thought Iraq’s efforts at tactical deception were effective in diverting strikes. They also felt that no matter how extensive the Allied reconnaissance efforts had been, they had not located all the decisive targets. One officer stated

that the air strikes in the initial period only confirmed an old truth that airpower alone could not achieve victory in war. I provide these comments to show that not all the Soviets were completely convinced about airpower's potential. It is important to note though, that those high ranking officers of the General Staff most influential in developing military doctrine were convinced of airpower's decisiveness in creating the conditions that ultimately defeated Saddam Hussein's military.

During a June 1991 Roundtable, Lieutenant General of Aviation Maliukov noted that the Soviet Air Force needed operational, materiel, and technical support as well as modern equipment, to fight and win a future war. "We need an optimum correlation between combat and backup means. Everything must be developed comprehensively and then, when the whole system comes into play, it will produce the corresponding results."\(^{100}\) Timely procurement concerned air defenders. They contended Soviet military science was in bad shape; however, nothing could ensure the "fastest possible delivery of necessary weapons to the defense structure."\(^{101}\)

Perhaps the strongest proponent of airpower's role in the Gulf War was Major General Slipchenko of the General Staff. He noted that the Allied air campaign set the outcome from the opening moments of the Gulf War. He even intimated that the war had cast serious doubt on the relevance of the ground forces as traditionally structured. "The Gulf War supports the fact that air strikes can by themselves form the basis of victory ... airpower was responsible for the victory, because air superiority altered the complexion of the war from the very outset."\(^{102}\)

---


\(^{102}\) V. Slipchenko, "Major General Slipchenko of the Soviet General Staff Academy Answers Questions During a Working Session Before the Start of the NDU Conference," unpublished report on SASONET, Ft. Leavenworth, KS: March 28, 1991. In a related conversation at the Army War College when asked about the strategic air campaign's success, Maj Gen Slipchenko said "First and foremost was your ability to fly so many sorties per day. Never in our wildest calculations did we believe you could sustain so many sorties logistically and overcome pilot fatigue. After winning air superiority... the war became...a war of technology, something Hussein did not have. See Ben Lambeth's *Desert Storm and its Meaning*: 72–73.
Force Structure

Strategic posturing had been the principle that defined how the Soviets generated, positioned, and mobilized forces. As noted previously, the Soviet concept of strategic posture required the deployment of forces in a fully developed TVD. This force possessed the ability of multidirectional fighting, and worked with its Warsaw Pact coalition members. With the internal changes within the Soviet Union, and the demise of the Warsaw Pact, this concept lacked any further validity. With the bulk of the Soviet forces being repositioned, mobilization potential, redeployment, and force structuring took on new meaning in their concept of strategic security.

It was apparent from the beginning of the Gulf War that Allied strategic posturing had impressed the Soviets. Initially, many Soviet officers thought the Allied mission was impossible given the multiethnic makeup of the forces and the distance involved. As the war went on, this opinion changed. The Soviets cited allied preparation and cooperation of the forces as crucial to the victory. The Soviets' analysis included the preparation of airfields in the region, aircraft capacity, naval and marine employment, logistics pre-positioning, and coalition integration.

Under the old system, conscript augmentation to a cadre force marked the Soviet military. The Gulf War implications did not greatly affect the Soviet's concept of readiness. It did, however, heighten their awareness of a professional force. The coalition armies fighting in the Gulf were almost all "professional." The Soviets saw that Allied professionals performed much better than Iraq's conscript force. Many General Staff officers were unanimous in the conclusion that people controlling the technology decided a war's outcome more than the technology itself. General Kutsenko, of the General Staff, expressed this sentiment best in his assessment "more depends on the professional training of the people operating and servicing the equipment than its quality; it is of decisive significance."

105 Specific units were designated by readiness category within the military districts. Soviet Studies Research Centre, The Sustainability of the Soviet Army in Battle, (Sandhurst, UK: Royal Military Academy, 1986): 164.
106 Purya interview of General V. Gorbachev: 19.
With the initial period of war ascending to new importance, the Soviets saw implications for their mobilization planning and force structure. In the Gulf War, the United States and European Allies overcame the theater’s distance through extensive logistical support. For the Soviets, that placed a premium on developing a rapid deployment force to project power and protect their vital interests. By building a similar capability, the Russians believed they could prevent local war through deterrence. They began reorganizing their forces into a rapid reaction force.\textsuperscript{109}

In the roundtable, General Moiseyev expressed concern over the impact of the Gulf War on Soviet force posture and force generation. He emphasized “rectifying support structures” of the services by improving the combat arms through the addition of security measures (electronic warfare, fighter escort, etc.), and by improving the support for maintaining the fighting force while moving it from theater to theater, as well as supplying equipment quickly.\textsuperscript{110} The General Staff argued that a key aspect of the coalition’s success was their ability to transport people and equipment half way around the world through the close coordination of air and sea transport.

**Tactics**

For the Soviets, tactics pertained to operations and combat actions of operational formations. It was the practice of strategy and doctrine. It identified the techniques used to mass forces, achieve surprise, maintain momentum, and achieve the operational objectives. In terms of this paper, the greatest impact on Soviet tactics arising from their Gulf War “lessons” concerned the actual tools of combat — weapons. More importantly, the Gulf War focused their attention on weapons technology and high-tech research and development, much as Marshal Ogarkov had made ten-years prior to the Gulf War.

**Technology, Research, and Development**

Commander in Chief of the Air Force, Colonel–General Ye. Shaposhnikov noted in an interview that the Gulf War was giving the General Staff an opportunity to observe and evaluate American airpower.


This was the first time they were able to make an assessment under real combat conditions on such an unprecedented scale. He noted much had changed since the Vietnam War, and focused on "air and naval-based cruise missiles, F-15 and F-117A 'Stealth' aircraft, the multipurpose Tornado aircraft, Patriot anti-missile complexes, and the accumulation and processing of information."  

Dr. V. Tsygichko, head of Moscow’s National Security and Strategic Stability Studies Center admitted at a lecture at Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe on March 5, 1991, that models run by the General Staff before the Gulf War had failed to predict the outcome. Additionally, the models had grossly overestimated the coalition’s losses. He blamed this on the modelers not having reliable parameters to assign to the allied weapons. He pointed out their models contained no factors to account for the Iraqi’s poor discipline and morale. Finally, he noted the air campaign lasted considerably longer than most Soviet analysts had predicted. Of extreme importance was the fact that these models contained algorithms based on their previous notions of the nature of future war. The failure of the models repudiated their previous doctrinal base for predicting what the nature of future war might hold. Marshal Achromeeyev supported Dr. Tsygichko’s views by affirming the Soviet estimates “were based on classic AirLand Battle doctrine.” Increasing the air campaign to 40 days invalidated the projection models. Achromeeyev implied the models were based on a central European scenario by stating “The conduct of air operations of such duration against an enemy approximately equal in strength would have been impossible.” These excuses show that perhaps this was but one additional short delay on the “Yellow Brick Road.”

The General Staff convened another roundtable in mid-March 1991 to evaluate the performance of the Soviet air defense equipment in the Gulf War, and to determine the research and development impacts. Senior officers stifled the formal presentations trying to avoid criticism and contentious issues. Because of this, some of the junior officers attending noted the delegates made most of the interesting and

---

compelling comments “in the lobby.” Among the core issues they thought needed attention was the “lamentable condition” of Soviet military science and defense preparations, and the failure of PVO to provide them with “the most modern systems available.” They also commented about their need to replace “obsolete models of weapons that accomplish little, as evidenced by the Gulf War, and should be retired.”

Influenced by the allies' success in the Gulf War, Defense Minister Grachev listed the following seven priority items for continued research and development: highly mobile troops, army aviation, long-range ACMs, C3I systems, space systems, air defense systems, and strategic arms. As a result of the General Staff's analysis of the Gulf War, political and military leaders have reached a consensus on maintaining research and development at the expense of procurement as the Russian defense budget shrinks. The Russians believe they cannot “be second best” in stealth and advanced conventional munitions.

Experts within Russia noted they were 7–10 years behind in ACMs.

**Summary**

Ben Lambeth talked to the editorial staff of *Voennaia mysl* (Military Thought) in April of 1992. From this discussion he concluded some broad outlines of the High Command's thinking and meaning of Desert Storm. Four recurrent themes emerged that will have continued research and development impact: (1) the broadened role played by conventional airpower in deciding war's outcome; (2) the criticality of good training and operator proficiency in getting the most out of modern weaponry; (3) the disproportionate leverage offered by high-tech weapons as a force multiplier; and (4) the meaning of these and related findings for future Russian defense planning and policy.

Much occurred to influence Russian military doctrine from the end of the Gulf War to the issuance of their draft doctrine in May 92. The Gulf War was a “significant military experience” for them. It affected their perception of future war, who presents a major danger to them, what is the threat's capability, and how should the Russian forces be postured. However, it is difficult to directly relate cause

---

and effect within the May 1992 Russian Draft Military Doctrine to specific lessons the Russians say they learned from the Gulf War.

Ben Lambeth’s analysis of the Soviet view of the Gulf War provides a comprehensive view of the lessons the Russians say they learned from the war, and are evident in May 92 Russian Draft Military Doctrine. According to Lambeth, the Soviets concluded that the nature of modern war changed radically from the concepts of a few years ago. Airpower may not win war by itself, but it had become the decisive force permitting the attainment of victory, while keeping friendly loses to a minimum. The Soviet concept of redundant, overlapping, and integrated air defenses was seriously flawed. “Tanks are an endangered species when the other side enjoys control of the air.” Quality beats quantity, but there still has to be enough of it to matter. Coalition warfare works, but it’s difficult to do. Soviet concepts of offensive air operations are overdue revision. Top-down centralization remains critical to effective combat operations, but it must be flexible in execution. “Hardened shelters no longer shelter.” Stealth is the wave of the future. Ground warfare, as well as air, has undergone a technical revolution. The end of the Cold War rendered Gorbachev’s “defensive doctrine” obsolete. Mary C. FitzGerald argues the Soviets viewed Desert Storm as the “paradigm of future war in strategy, operational art, and tactics.”

On February 8, 1989, Colonel-General Moiseyev, first deputy Defense Minister and chief of the USSR Armed Forces General Staff declared his candidacy as a USSR people’s deputy from the CPSU. He focused part of his campaign on changing the military doctrinal review process to give greater meaning in the General Staff. In a campaign speech he noted

It appears that we should also revise our attitudes toward work on long-term problems ... But responsibility for the end results [of the General Staff] has been understated. The situation is different now ... Many difficult problems that the troops are encountering today can be traced back, with careful analysis, to our lack of foresight, our shortsightedness ... The new nature of the tasks now being resolved requires the development of

---

118Ibid.: 69–88. One apocalyptic Soviet correspondent, Pavel Felgengauer of Nezavisimaya Gazeta, may have expressed a concern on the minds of many of the General Staff when he said, “The indestructible Red Army, made up for the most part of unprofessional officers and semi-trained conscripts, could hardly manage to put up sustained resistance to the professional NATO armies and modern highly accurate superweaponry. The clash of brute force and reason, a bullfight in essence, would end, like all bullfights, with the moment of truth.” Quoted by Stanislav Kondrashov in “Political Observer’s Notes,” Izvestiya, January 28, 1991 (in FBIS-SOV-91-021): 15.

creative activeness on the part of all directorates and every official; it requires initiative and inquisitiveness in work.\textsuperscript{120}

His comments seemed to possess clear foresight in describing the doctrinal review process following the Gulf War two years later. The following chapter will demonstrate how the new Russian doctrine reflects the pervasive impact of the Gulf War on Russian military thought. The question becomes how the Russians will “follow the Yellow Brick Road” in developing a military doctrine given their economic and political realities.

CHAPTER 4 Emerging Russian Post-Gulf War Military Doctrine

She sprang from her bed and with Toto at her heels ran and opened the door. The little girl gave a cry of amazement as her eyes grew bigger and bigger. "I don't think we're in Kansas anymore, Toto!"

— Frank L. Baum
The Wizard of Oz

The Soviets were forced to respond to many internal and external political, economic, and social disruptions in the late 1980s and early 1990s. One response was to review and revise their military doctrine. The economic decay within the Soviet Union had reached crisis proportions. Democratization severely undermined, and eventually led to, the death of the Communist Party. The Soviets, and then the emergent Russians, were faced with a security dilemma by the civil wars on their borders and within the commonwealth of republics. Ongoing arms reductions and competition within the international community had altered the course and direction of the then Soviet Army. Finally, with the eventual collapse of the Soviet Union, the emerging independent Soviet states found their military doctrine impotent concerning their ability to rationalize military action within the old Soviet military doctrine.

With Russia emerging as the "dominant" independent state, they became the focal point for revising military doctrine. The "crowning blow" may have been the Russians' reaction to the Gulf War in light of all the other internal and external changes that were occurring. The Gulf War showed that planning for a counterattack, as the old Gorbachev military doctrine's idea of defensive doctrine dictated, required the Soviets to react instead of acting. To the Russians, this was an unacceptable form of action in an era of high-tech weapons.\textsuperscript{121}

In May 1992, the Russian High Command released a draft of their new military doctrine by publishing it in their foremost theoretical journal of the Russian Armed Forces, *Voennaya mysl* (Military Thought). In November 1993, the Russians released the final approved version of the new military doc-
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**Figure 1. Soviet/Russian Military Doctrine Formulation**

trine in *Rossiyskiye Vestsi*, in a text entitled "The Basic Provisions of the Military Doctrine of the Russian Federation: Russia’s Military Doctrine." Figure 1 graphically displays the Russian’s military doctrine.
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formulation process as described in Chapter 2. It shows how doctrine emerges from the strategy process. Doctrine evolves as a result of all the various internal and external inputs to answer the strategy questions about future war's characteristics and the armed forces response to them. Military doctrine defines the political essence of modern war through its socio/political component by defining the nature of future war and the political aims of the state. The military/technical component characterizes the military threat and the type of struggle to be fought. Together, these components identify how the state prepares for war, and what structure the armed forces need to assume. They also provide collective "wisdom" in forming the principles of military art that defines how the armed forces will respond to future war. As the illustration shows, all the various outputs of this system become inputs that alter how the state perceives future war. The process of formulating military doctrine is a dynamic one that constantly evolves the resultant doctrine. The Russian response to Desert Storm specifically altered their view of the characteristics, nature, conduct, and preparation for future war. The defensive doctrine they had inherited from the Soviets was clearly dysfunctional in terms of their altered perceptions.

The new draft military doctrine established that the fundamental goal of security policy of the Russian Federation was to prevent war. It also established a system of views regarding the organization of the armed forces, the country’s defense preparations, the countermeasures to threats to the state’s military security, and the utilization of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation. As in prior military doctrines of the former Soviet Union, the new doctrine said that carrying out the provisions of military doctrine is achieved by means of the "coordinated measures of a political, economic, legal, and military nature with the participation of all organs of state power and administration, public organizations, and citizens of the doctrine draft. Internal Russian affairs had consumed the work of the Russian legislature. Both President Yeltsin and Defense Minister Grachev had appealed to the Congress of People's Deputies to move forward on adoption of the military doctrine because the military needed legislative sanction to proceed with the organizational development of the armed forces based on the precepts of the politically approved doctrine. As yet, that approval has not occurred. As a consequence, the Defense minister is proceeding forward as if the congress had approved the legislation. The Armed Forces are restructuring from conscript to contract services. The Army is building a strong commitment to maintaining a presence in the former republics and the new Russian Federation whenever possible. The Armed Forces have already begun reorganization of mobile forces. Committing funds for R&D and weapons technology is more difficult without the approval and support of the Congress of Deputies. For a more detailed analysis, see C. J. Dick, "Russia's Draft Military Doctrine, 10 Months On," Soviet Studies Research Centre, (April 1993).
Military doctrine within the Russian Federation derived its force of law from the agreement and approval of the state's legislative body, the Congress of People's Deputies.

The Threat

The draft military doctrine listed several scenarios that future war might take. The primary emphasis was meeting any threat endangering their sovereignty or territory — whether as part of the Confederation of Independent States, or on its own. It also noted that hostilities might result from economic or political pressure from a major power. In the past, figuring out the character of a threat was normally a function of Marxist-Leninist ideology within the socio-political dimension of military doctrine. The old doctrinal standard became labeling the threat as imperialist, capitalist, or fascist.

Although not specifically identifying potential enemies, the draft doctrine listed several factors that could lead to potential conflict. It described these factors as possible sources of "military danger." First, the Russians viewed NATO's military power and the American presence in Europe and the Far East as its greatest potential danger. Second, the doctrine examined the anxiety over the rise of global or regional powers, especially Germany, Japan, Iran, and Turkey. Third, the doctrine noted the pressure exerted by the leverage that Western economics may create against the Russian government. Last, the doctrine echoed the concern over America exerting military power beyond its borders to further American foreign policy aims.

The four factors listed above described conditions that could lead to conflict. The doctrine also described two direct threats to Russia. First was the introduction of foreign troops into any of its adjacent

---

124 Russian Draft Military Doctrine: 1.
125 Russian Draft Military Doctrine: 2–3.
126 Ibid.
127 The draft doctrine defines "military danger" as an immediate threat of direct aggression against the Russian Federation. It describes the danger in terms of social, political, territorial, religious, national-ethnic, and other conflicts. The military danger derives from the desire of a number of states and political forces resolving their problems through armed struggle. Armed conflict from aggressive nationalism and religious intolerance are described as posing "a special danger." A military danger becomes a "military threat" when there is an immediate danger of war. See Russian Draft Military Doctrine: 2–3.
states — a concept similar to the stereotypical direct threat to “Rodina.”

Second, was the buildup of air, naval, and ground forces near the Russian borders.

View of Future War

The most probable type of conflict according to the draft doctrine was local wars. Large-scale conventional war could occur when local hostilities directed against the Russian Federation, the CIS, or other states close to Russia’s borders, escalated into a fully fledged coalition war. This evolution to conventional warfare followed a fairly prolonged threat period and general mobilization.

According to this scenario, a large-scale intervention by the West against the CIS or Russia could occur with either long or short warning. The hostility occurred in probably two phases. First, the enemy struck with combined naval and air offensive strikes at important economic and military targets with PGMs and electronic jamming. These attacks disabled Russian command centers, and prevented reserve mobilization and force deployment. The opening attacks attempted to force an early withdrawal of Russia’s allies and least reliable coalition partners from the war. The second phase of the war was an intense ground campaign conducted under the cover of powerful and decisive air forces. In many ways, the new military doctrine was a rehash of what it took to win the Great Patriotic War — repulse of a massive conventional invasion requiring full mobilization of all the state’s resources.

The Gulf War amplified the need for the Russians to redefine aggression and make adjustments to their fundamental ideas about operational art. When threatened, or when war was imminent, the draft doctrine listed the primary tasks to safe guard military security. For the military they included mobilizing and equipping forces to repulse and defeat an aggressor.

130 Marshal Sergei F. Akhromeyev noted as early as March 1991, that “…a military threat to the Soviet Union no longer exists, but a military danger does.” This terminology (according to Timothy Thomas) indicated the Soviet concern that border and national issues could inadvertently draw NATO into Soviet affairs. According to Thomas, later Defense Minister Yazov echoed these concerns about military danger instead of military threat. See Thomas, Timothy L., “The Soviet Military on ‘Desert Storm’: Redefining Doctrine?,” Journal of Soviet Military Studies (December 1991): 596. “Rodina” or the concept of the “Motherland” was a Soviet way of expressing extreme patriotism. For airmen, this was marked by employing the taran. After exhausting his ammunition, a Soviet pilot would aim his aircraft into the enemy. More than 200 instances of the taran were documented during The Great Patriotic War. See Von Hardesty, Red Phoenix: The Rise of Soviet Air Power 1941 – 1945, (Washington, DC: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1982): 28–30.

131 Russian Draft Military Doctrine: 2–3.
133 Ibid.: 5.
Force Structure and Priorities

The new doctrine contained guidance for the composition and priorities of Russian Armed Forces. First, it specified enough forces in permanent readiness in the various TVDs to deter and repel local aggression. Second, the doctrine identified mobile reserves capable of rapid response and deployment to repel mid-level aggression when combined with the ready forces. Lastly, it required strategic reserves, formed during the threat period and during a war, to conduct large-scale combat actions.134 Priority of all forces was to develop and exploit “the emerging high precision, mobile, highly survivable, long-range, stand-off weapons.” The Russian’s second priority was also directly linked to the military-technical aspect of military doctrine. The new doctrine specified “…arms, equipment, and C3I systems whose qualities allow a reduced quantity of arms.” The doctrine called for reducing serial production while maintaining research, development, and production capabilities that rapidly surge the emerging technologies.135

The new military doctrine saw the role of the Russian armed forces as defeating missile attacks, protecting strategic targets such as administration and industrial infrastructure, and carrying out retaliatory attacks.136 Defeating this surprise aviation-missile attack was a new strategic concept to the Russians. They saw Desert Storm as new type of combat — the electronic fire operation — consisting of surprise, massed and prolonged missile, aerospace, electronic, and naval strikes conducted for several days or weeks. Their purpose was to deny the enemy the ability to continue the war and reconstitute its forces by disrupting the military – economic capability and ensuring victory in political and economic arenas. Unlike massed ground warfare, seizure and occupation of land were not objectives of the attacks.

Differences With Pre-Gulf War Military Doctrine

C. J. Dick points out that the new draft military doctrine was drawn up by a General Staff “who had not undergone a revolution of the mind and who, far from being in tune with Gorbachevian ‘new thinking’ were still unreconstructed Cold War warriors paying lip service to perestroika while trying to

preserve the old system as far as they could.” He saw the new military doctrine divorced from government policy and reality. In many ways, he cast the new doctrine much like the old. It viewed the world through distorted ideological prisms — hostile to the West, if not explicitly, at least implicitly. Even after all the internal political, economic, ideological, and social strife in the former Soviet Union over the past four years, the new military doctrine persisted in worst case analysis. According to Dick, the Russian military failed to recognize this approach was a major cause of the collapse of the Soviet economy in the first place.

In a marked departure from doctrinal statements from the pre-Gulf War Gorbachev era, the new doctrine made no provision for restricting the scale or depth of the Russian army’s counteroffensive. Additionally, there were no explicit references to defensive strategy or defensive operations. In many ways, the new military doctrine was reminiscent of Brezhnev doctrine, although a high-tech version. Furthermore, the Russians dropped their commitments to no-first use of military force.

The new doctrine is significantly different from that of the Gorbachev era in several other ways. The “old” doctrine’s main wartime emphasis, as discussed in Chapter 2, was war prevention by repelling aggression. The new doctrine specifies optimizing forces for all possible wars and combat missions. The new doctrine said that the main objective was to localize a seat of tension and terminate military operations at the earliest possible stage in the interests of creating preconditions ... on conditions that accords with the interests of the Russian Federation ... the forms, methods and means of conducting combat operations that best accord with the prevailing situation and ensure that the initiative is seized and the aggressor defeated must be chosen.

“Reasonable sufficiency” under Gorbachev’s military doctrine meant conducting no large-scale conventional operations. Under the new doctrine the conventional sufficiency provision was similar; however, it provided for additional deployments to make large-scale conventional operations possible. This clearly rejected Gorbachev’s prohibition against large-scale conventional offensives. The Gorbachev military
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doctrine stressed repulsing an aggressor and forming subsequent defensive actions based on the nature of
the enemy’s operations. The new military doctrine amplified an old theme — destruction of the enemy.

The new military doctrine viewed nuclear war as an extension of large-scale conventional opera-
tions. Strikes by conventional “smart” weapons against Russia’s nuclear forces represented nuclear escalation thresholds for Russian planners. The new doctrine saw attacks against command and control facilities, chemical and biological weapon storage depots, nuclear energy and research facilities, and the nuclear forces themselves the same as releasing weapons of mass destruction, inviting retaliation in kind. This concept significantly departed from a major tenet of Gorbachev doctrine. The old doctrine held that nuclear war will be catastrophic; the new doctrine refined this assumption to might be catastrophic. The old doctrine also discussed nuclear war as global in nature, with limiting it to specific regions as almost impossible. In the new doctrine, however, both concepts were missing. In the new doctrine, Russia refuted their commitment to no first-use of nuclear weapons, and saw limited regional nuclear war as a possibility.

Conclusions

The lessons of the Gulf are clear in the doctrinal statements. The new doctrine expects Russian commanders to balance troop training in both defensive and offensive operations. It expects the Russian army to hold the country’s vital areas, restore the status quo along its borders, and eventually rout the enemy. Gorbachev’s earlier military doctrine espoused more modest terms of cessation to hostilities. The pre-Gulf War doctrine specifically addressed partial victory, enemy withdrawal, and peace restoration. The new doctrine’s resurrected idea of “total victory” incorporates the traditional Soviet thinking that prevailed well into the late 1980s.

141 Although this concept may appear to be new, the idea has been around for a long time. This author was the “Soviet” logistician on the Air Force CHECKMATE “Red Team” in the mid-1980s. At that time, the CHECKMATE “Red NATO Brief” discussed a Soviet escalation concept similar to that written in the new draft doctrine. The CHECKMATE analysis was that the Soviets would escalate to nuclear weapons based on the value of a target struck. For example, a large-scale conventional air attack against nuclear storage sites may receive a Soviet strategic response because the targets struck had strategic value even though the characterization of the NATO attack was tactical-conventional. Using the same logic, a NATO nuclear response against a purely tactical or operational valued target might not have resulted in a Soviet nuclear response. The inclusion of this provision in the new Russian doctrine seems to validate the earlier analysis.
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Most important of all, the new doctrine stressed the decisive importance of the initial period of war. In Desert Storm, the Russians saw the initial period consisting of air and naval strikes aimed at disrupting enemy strategic deployments, disorganizing civilian and military C³I, and collapsing any enemy coalition. The Russian's new doctrine specifies the destruction of economic and military targets by ACMs simultaneously or preemptively with electronic warfare.

The new doctrine assigns weapons development priorities to the systems that most impressed the Russians during Desert Storm: advanced conventional weapons (ACM), electronic warfare, and C³I. Of most significance is the Russian's evaluation that ACMs could accomplish missions only thought possible by nuclear weapons. They also see electronic combat as equivalent to "fire strikes" in combat effectiveness. Additionally, the Russians describe advanced C³I systems as just as important as the "entire correlation of forces and means." To the Russians, superiority in EW and C³I are necessary and sufficient to ensure victory in warfare. Both the Gorbachev and the new military doctrine stress the need to get high technology weapons and to maintain a mass mobilization capability of the economy and the population. Neither seem to accept the social, economic, and political reality that might stand in the military's way of carrying out the doctrine. C. J. Dick amply cites the Russian General Staff for living in an "Alice in Wonderland world, reinforced by its assertion that force reductions can only take place when the right military-technical, economic, and social conditions are created." C. J. Dick got the idea right, but he uses the wrong children's story as the analogy.

CHAPTER 5 Implications for U.S. Strategists

"My darling child!" cried Aunt Em; "where in the world did you come from?"
"From the Land of Oz," said Dorothy gravely. "And here is Toto, too. And oh, Aunt Em! I'm so glad to be at home again!"

--- Frank L. Baum
The Wizard of Oz
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Since the early 1980s, such prominent military thinkers as Marshal Ogarkov argued that emerging technologies were generating a new revolution in military affairs. The Russian response to Desert Storm, and their reformed military doctrine, seems to confirm Marshal Ogarkov's predictions. As Mary FitzGerald asserts, a new paradigm for future war, strategy, operational art, and tactics now exists. Briefly, the new doctrine:

1. Reverts from defensive to an offensive preemptive position.
2. Reverts from no nuclear first use to a possibility of nuclear escalation.
3. Guarantees its twenty-five million ethnic Russians living in former Soviet states protection from any kind of retaliation.
4. Emphasizes the importance of military advancement in C4I, smart weapons, and increased mobility.
5. Emphasizes strategic non-nuclear deterrent forces.

Several factors added to the forces of the 1980s driving Russian military doctrine — the explosion of nationalism is the face of Communism's collapse, the diminished role of the military in developing policy, and Russian loss in controlling the direction of the Commonwealth of Independent States. More than just a response to social, political, and economic changes, the new doctrine represents the emergence of the Russian military as a policy developer in the new state. The Russians changed their doctrine to reflect new paradigms. They saw the Gulf War as the ideal of a new form of war, where surprise and the use of high-tech systems were decisive. More importantly, they saw the initial period of war as not just a preparatory phase, but as perhaps the only phase. They saw their old military doctrine as an insufficient theoretical base to build on the Desert Storm experience. They changed their doctrine to address their own lessons of the Gulf War.

148 Amidst the domestic stagnation of the Brezhnev years and the resurgence of American strength, Ogarkov evinced deep concern about the Soviet's ability to keep pace with the "truly revolutionary transformation of military affairs now occurring as a result of the development of thermonuclear weapons, the rapid evolution of electronics and weapons based on new physical principles, as well as the wide, qualitative improvements in conventional weaponry." Marshal of the Soviet Union N. V. Ogarkov, "Vsegda v gotovnosti k zashekite Otechestva (Always in Readiness)" (Moscow: Voenizat, 1982): p. 31 in Kass, Ilana and Fred Clark Boli, "The Soviet Military: Back to the Future?", Journal of Soviet Military Studies (September 1990): 392.

The lines between strategy, operational art, and tactics, as discussed in Chapter 2, no longer fit the war paradigm. The paradigm had to change because they saw that deep, first strikes with technologically superior weapons could achieve strategic objectives quickly, with low cost. But in arriving at these conclusions, the Russians developed a revisionist military doctrine that in many ways "returned them home" to their earlier ideas about the preeminence of the offense. The new doctrine's disconnect between implementation costs of this strategy and Russia's political, social, and economic reality will cause the Russian military severe problems. The Russians represent doctrine as the template for developing military force structure in response to the doctrinal definition of future war. The Gulf War clearly defined future war; however, the Russian military's desire to return to the past shows perhaps they "learned no lessons" from the Gulf War.

The Russians see their security threats in a different light from the Soviets. They say they need to ensure their security and protect their interests on the world scene following "the breakup of the former Soviet Union, the loss of their former allies, the emergence of new hotbeds of military tensions along their southern borders, and the deterioration of the internal political and social fabric" of their country. They define the United States and NATO in terms of a "danger," but not a "threat." When asked if world imperialism was the current enemy, Defense Minister Grachev replied "...definitely not ... terrorism, nationalism, and religious animosity have replaced it." Ben Lambeth is correct when he points out that the fate of the Russian Air Force, and in many ways the entire Russian military, is "inseparably tied to the political and economic fate of post-Soviet Russia."

During the final days of the Soviet Union, defense outlays for weapons and associated equipment fell more than 23 percent, or by 2.3 million rubles from the 1990 levels. In 1992, about 70 percent of the Russian defense budget was redirected into the social sector. Additionally, the Russian politicians programmed almost 70 percent of the remaining defense budget for construction of military family housing to
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solve critical housing shortages and social programs for badly deprived military personnel. By late 1993, the promised military funding allocations were more than three trillion rubles in arrears. To compensate for declining investment in military equipment, the Russian military bartered first line arms for capital to augment their declining operations and maintenance costs. Dr. Jacob Kipp pointed out that the Russian military was using many of the arms sales and barters to pay for the cost of their demobilization. Yet, in almost the same breath, the Defense Minister said the Russian Army would “eventually have the most advanced weapons.” The economic crisis compelled them to cut their military force structure considerably, to as low as 1.5 million. To this author, it seems a long way from bartering for operations and maintenance funds to military superpower status.

In the new military doctrine, the General Staff all but ignores the political instability from within, and prepares to fight an air-space war against a major adversary. To many military and civilian leaders, this represents Russia’s clearest chance at maintaining superpower status. In the near-term, they will rely on countering the U.S. domination of air-space technology — cruise missiles, space sensors, stealth, etc. For the long-term, they plan to build the infrastructure capable of producing the advanced technologies they need for the Russian armed forces. Somewhere in between is what Mary FitzGerald calls the ‘transition period,’ with its reliance on limited nuclear warfighting to deter and defeat worse-case threats. Given the Russian analysis from the Gulf War that they are behind the U.S. in weapons technology, their new position on nuclear first use makes sense. The revolution in military science and weapons technology meant that the Russian Federation would no longer hold their own in a conventional conflict with the U.S. What better way to avert military disaster than to convince their adversary that nuclear weapons would be used from the very outbreak of war? This tactic only provides protection in the near-term, and does not

---
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154An interesting observation by Dr. Kipp pertains to the impact of the arms sales on the overall Russian economy. Since the industrial plant costs were already accrued (sunk costs), and with labor costs also very low, the military sales were actually making money and stimulating the economy. Although a central theme of this paper’s thesis is that the Russian economy will have a deleterious effect on the Russian military, Dr. Kipp’s reasoning might at first appear to counter that thesis. It might be interesting to consider how much of the Russian military the politicians will be willing to sell for this temporary economic stimulation. It is this author’s opinion that the Russians will not “mortgage the state” at the expense of the military. Author’s interview with Dr. Jacob Kipp, March 21, 1994.
solve Russia's other military technology problems. In short, this threat of a return to "massive retaliation" by the Russians may have a healthy component of deception designed to delay the outbreak of a conflict until Russia masters the new advances in warfare.

According to Dr. Andrei Kokoshin, the civilian deputy defense minister in charge of the VPK (Russia's industrial-military complex), the new doctrine focuses the research and development efforts to create a "scientific-technical policy in critical technologies." The new doctrine reduces serial production, but maintains the R&D and production capacity to rapidly surge the new technology weapons when required. This allows the R&D effort to 'hover,' so that the defense industry can leap over a generation of weapons by focusing on prototypes. If the Gulf War should have 'taught' the Russians anything it was that war in the future will be short and decisive. Future war would have a fairly short notice. Even the five month buildup during Desert Shield was fairly rapid given the amount of material and personnel moved into a theater, and then re-deployed once they arrived. The reliance on 'hovering' assumes that Russia will have sufficient strategic warning to change the prototypes and hovered technology into weapons for employment on tomorrow's future battlefield. The timing of future war may leave the Russian no time to turn technologic potential into weapons reality. It is one thing to possess the R&D, it is another matter to turn that into weapons production. Nowhere in the Russian, or former Soviet, experience is there an experience base that would support this research – production concept given a short notice threat scenario.

In discussing Soviet/Russian military doctrine, I have emphasized the close overlapping of the political–social and the military–technical means of setting up the doctrine. At times it became difficult to discuss military aspects of the doctrine without discussing the political structure from which it derived.

158———., "Russia's Vision of Air–Space War," Air Force Magazine, (December 1993);  
159During the mid-1980s, this author participated in several industrial mobilizations forums with top U.S. scientists and industrialists. Several of these discussions were conducted at the Naval War College during annual GLOBAL WARGAME and at the National Defense University. The main problem with industrial mobilization and surge was 'rampup.' For example, to change from peacetime production of one type of U.S. missile to its wartime surge requirements took about 18 months. Certain technologies (computer chips, optics, composite materials, etc.) tend to be the pacing items in the production hierarchy. The problem was not economic. No amount of money could produce some of the subcomponents any faster than they were being produced. Certainly, new production facilities might be build and additional technicians hired. But the lead time for the capital improvements and training might add four to five years on the production schedule. This surge delay was for a weapon system that was in the U.S. serial production pipeline. To go from no production to surge , when all that was available was a prototype or shelved technology would certainly take considerably longer.
The new doctrine still implies that the political-social means give the military doctrine form; however, it completely ignores political means for preventing war. It never mentions crisis management or war termination. As in the Great Patriotic War, only destruction of the enemy and victory is possible when armed force is used to carry out the will of the state. The force structure needed to station forces forward to protect Russia's borders and the capital expenditure for high tech weapons should cause concern to a country trying to rebuild its economy. To carry out this new military doctrine, Russia will need to spend on the military as they did before, with the same possible economic disaster repeated.

In the new Russian military lexicon, the idea of “geopolitics” replaces that of the domination of the political-social component of military doctrine. This amplifies the Russian’s primary threat's focus nearer to their own borders. Aggression from former Soviet states and within the Russian autonomous regions take on added importance. Military threats from new directions forced the Russian General Staff to form an echeloned defense with mobile forces and strategic reserves forming the covering force.

Perhaps even more perplexing, is that the new military doctrine identifies factors beyond what were normally discussed in the former Soviet Union's military doctrine. The new doctrine’s identification of rights of Russian citizens in foreign states, external political pressure, and economic pressure as an excuse for war is most troubling. In February 1994, President Yeltsin made a major address addressing Russian security. In that address the president called Russia the ‘guarantor of stability’ throughout the former Soviet Union, and said that the fate of ethnic Russians living in neighboring states was “our national concern …when it comes to violations of the lawful rights of Russian people, this is not the exclusive internal affair of some country, but also our national affair, an affair of our state.” He warned East European countries not to join NATO without Russia — that “Russia is not a guest in Europe, she is a full-fledged participant.” Further, the president noted that Russia’s foreign policy was based on promoting Russia’s own national interests. Surely, Russia’s neighbors will be most worried about these ill-defined rights and the use of military force.

Everywhere one looks in Russia today, the military is implementing ambitious new plans to reshape their forces. Clearly, a good deal of this restructuring was forced on the Russian military by economics and the demise of the Soviet Union. In many cases the final force structure was determined by what the Russians could afford, not what their new military doctrine advocated. The Russian Air Force is a case in point. The new structure makes the once powerful Air Defense Forces extinct, with their combat elements absorbed by the Russian Air Force. The surface-to-air units of the Defense Forces will go to the Ground Forces. The independent air armies of the Supreme High Command are restructured into Territorial Commands, where the frontal aviation forces will also reside. This reorganization fractures the Russian aerospace forces vertically and horizontally at the exact time that their new doctrine espouses that they learned so much about aerospace power from the Gulf War. With the new doctrine focused on threats from the “new abroad,” the army mobile forces emerged as preeminent. In many ways, the Russians reverted to a military functional structure based on stereotypical operational art. The Russian military analysis of the Gulf War recognized that Western aerospace forces were the primary threat to Russian joint combat operations. Even so, practical Russian airpower theory plays down its independent role in combat operations and emphasizes aerospace support of combat ground operations. Regardless, then, of the emerging technology to support aerospace forces, Russian aerospace power will remain fragmented.

Clearly the new doctrine gives the Russian military exactly the theoretical base they always wanted. By 1991, the Russian military had become paralyzed, as many other “former Soviet” institutions. The new thinking under Gorbachev led to radical changes in security policy that were increasingly untenable. Since 1987, the Ministry of Defense was subverting and resisting Gorbachev’s changes to a defensive posture. In effect, the progressive dissolution of political controls over the military emancipated the General Staff to act, first covertly, then openly, in revising doctrine to its former offensive high. As the Communist Party control atrophied, the General Staff increasingly expanded their influence over the politicians. The General Staff elevated their standing with President Yeltsin by putting down the “White House” revolt this past autumn. The new doctrine reflects Colonel-General Rodionov’s opposition to

163“Near abroad” is a term that more and more Russians apply to the ex-Soviet nations on Russia’s rim.
Russia’s first doctrinal draft refuting the “no nuclear first-use” provision, eliminating defensive sufficiency, and defining the nature of future. All these are indicators of the Russian military’s rise in political stature and control. The impact this will have on the Russian military is to politicize it. Rather than accept tenets of doctrine passed to it from its political masters, the Russian military will form its own doctrinal ideas and pass them to the politicians for approval. This was exactly the process followed in drafting the existing new doctrine. More importantly, the success of Colonel-General Rodionov in altering the scope of the draft doctrine shows the level of the military’s politicization process. He successfully carried the new doctrine from a defensive posture to one with an offensive emphasis. He successfully repudiated the no nuclear first use option. Rodionov successfully altered the new doctrine into a more provocative and revisionist view. The Russian military is now a developer of doctrine, not just an implementor as in the past. The emergence of an offensively structured doctrine dramatically displays the commitment Yeltsin is willing to make to the military.

Today, the pressing demands of military housing and social crisis within their forces preoccupy the Russian military. Force modernization, training and tactics, and other mission-related concerns are on the back-burner. Clearly, the new military doctrine shows that the Russian General Staff followed Dorothy down the road to Oz. They became excessively impressed and concerned about the technological “Wizard” unleashed during Desert Storm. While preoccupied with an outward look, they neglected to look inward at the contribution the former Soviet military made to the collapse of the Soviet Union and the Warsaw Pact. In forming their military doctrine they paid no attention to the “man behind the screen.” In essence, they created a military doctrine lacking reality. The new doctrine, in many respects, is just as repressive as the old doctrines. Any analyst reading the new military doctrine must wonder was any lesson learned from the collapse of the USSR, the Warsaw Pact, and the Russian economy? It seems to this writer the former Soviet population rejected the old military’s perception of the threat and the requirements for defense; but, the Russian Federation General Staff seems determined to find the Emerald City. At a time when Russia is seeking help from the West to stimulate their economy and social structure, the General Staff still sees the U.S. and NATO as the enemy. One wonders about the Russian General Staff’s grasp of reality — Russia’s status in the world, the condition of the CIS, the domestic situation. A close reading of
the Russian Federation's draft military doctrine shows there is a clear danger of Russian military policy moving divergently from foreign and domestic policies.
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